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Appendix F – Suggestions for Future 


Offerings 


Something you would like to see PLATO offer to its members in the coming years that 


PLATO doesn’t currently offer is . . . 


1. A  down town cafe, affordable drop in place to meet and get to know other members of 


PLATO  


2. A chorus.  A small theatrical troupe.  Cooking classes.  A chapter of Big Brother/Big Sisters. 


A volunteer transportation program.  A travel abroad program.    


3. A course based on TED talks.  I know that other groups do that - play the TED talk and then 


have a discussion.  The talks cover many different topics.  


4. A course, as opposed to a single training session, in how to take advantage of the vast 


resources available in Madison libraries--including public, university and private libraries.  


5. A five week, one day a week, hands-on workshop on community organizing   


6. A greater social aspect.  Perhaps designing events geared to meeting one another from 


other classes.  


7. A study of Madison; its history, architecture, folklore, famous incidents or individuals, natural 


environment, etc. For the subset of us who can move well, more courses that get us out 


and about - meeting at different places. For example: learning about the buildings 


surrounding the Capitol Square. Each session visiting a different building, perhaps meeting 


with representatives of businesses there or folks who can describe the building's history and 


current inhabitants/functions.  


8. A wider variety of courses.  Diversity is an issue. By its nature, PLATO appeals mainly to 


retired professionals, who mostly have at least one postgraduate degree. Dues are 


modest, but ancillary costs (texts, transportation, etc.) can add up for people on tight 


budget. Maybe opening up the class composition of PLATO would change its mission in a 


way that would make it less useful to us highly-educated (and brilliant) people, but it's 


worth considering.  


9. Academic and scientific research on aging, including adult development  


10. Access to the knowledge of those at the University is paramount and is happening.  


Diluting the goal doesn't seem wise.  


11. Again a list of choices is needed  


12. Again, World War I  


13. Am active in UWRA and between their offerings and those of PLATO, can't think of 


anything.    


14. Another genealogy class  


15. Answered  


16. Antiques:  Appraisal, resources, markets, collectors, journals, etc....soup to nuts. Art History, 


organizing and reflecting Western and Eastern art over time. Tour to a baseball game in 


Milwaukee or/and Chicago. Geological field trip identifying and learning about Wisconsin's 


Ice Age History.    


17. Art appreciation.  


18. Art history class  


19. Art studio courses, craft classes, etc  
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20. As in the past, course on Greek and/or Roman deities.  More history.  Am enjoying current 


Biographies where participants sign-up for presentations, a format that would work for 


other subjects too.  


21. As many art, writing and activity based courses as possible.  


22. Because of today's divisive atmosphere, perhaps bus trips to rallies for various causes via 


bus.  Many elders, such as myself, do not wish to drive and find parking on their own, but 


have the drive and voice to offer for the betterment of people and country.  


23. Been there, done that.  It's called public education: courses for a degree.  We already pay 


dues.  


24. Better notification, communication about courses and events  


25. Biography type courses on historical individuals like Washington or Lincoln or other 


Presidents.    


26. Bus trips to museums, like current Chicago trip to several museums, and not too distant 


archaeological sites like Cahokia.  


27. Can't think of anything at this time. One thing I've noticed and it's only an observation but it 


seems that very few minorities are participants.  If this is accurate I'm wondering if there is 


any way to be more inclusive.  


28. Can't think of anything, except maybe a helpful portal to courses being offered at the 


university.  I have heard that elders can audit courses at the university, but I have no idea 


how to do that...maybe PLATO could help with some type of brochure or resource person/ 


ombudsman.  


29. Chicago International Film Festival trip  


30. Choral singing for fun in my town. 


31. Classes that members can create something together  


32. Climate change issues  


33. Community work parties  


34. Computer , how to  


35. Computer courses and webinars are for those who are immobile.  Plato needs to continue 


to be a social experience or it's useless.  


36. Contemporary art and music.  


37. Continue what they are doing and doing well!  


38. Cooking/baking/nutrition  


39. Course that discusses biographies of well-known individuals  


40. Coursera Courses,  Edx courses,  iTunes university   many great courses available but would 


be more fun to take with other people and discuss.    


41. Courses on the east side  


42. Dance, art and doing theatrical performance.  


43. Day trips to Wisconsin interests...i.e. Day trip to see eagles at Sauk city, visit Kohler art 


center, visit devils lake and talk about unique geography,  I am new this year as of summer 


2016, so maybe these things have all been offered previously; also have not been able to 


get into any class yet so can't really critique urgent classes  


44. Dennis Dresin-type classes. Possibly Mike Mcabe, founder of Wis. Democracy Now and Blue 


Jean Nation would consider teaching something.  


45. Elementary art classes for the TOTAL beginner.  


46. Enhancing computer/device skills  


47. Evening courses.  


48. Everything is fine.  
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49. Expanding content that might attract a more diverse membership. Continue current efforts 


to reach out to seniors in the minority community.  


50. Field trips that are not primarily to plays. Day trips could include history tours of nearby cities 


or brewery tours (e.g., Potosi and its museum), for example.  


51. Field trips, one day, that involve education (expert lectures included in field trip), to 


historical sites.    This could be as part of a participatory education program or it might be 


in addition.   


52. Folk or bluegrass music groups  


53. Further develop overnight stay opportunities to attend festivals, tours, museums, theater, 


etc. 


54. Genealogy.  


55. Geneology. 


56. Go kart racing, NASCAR appreciation  


57. Group discount opportunities at Overture Center. 


58. Hard to say.  Offerings and venues are pretty broad.  Though sometime location is limiting 


for me.  That's my problem, though, as most people seem to be happy with locations.   


59. Historic Tours  


60. History of Democratic Party/  History of Republican Party  Hollywood Musicals  


61. History of fine arts. Women in history. Greek mythology  


62. History of world religions  


63. Hmmm.  Maybe year round get togethers in centrally located venues easily accessible by 


bus.  


64. How to be heard in Washington,  see last list  


65. How to obtain and use newer technology. Dance classes (not ballroom or partner) for fun 


and exercise for seniors.  


66. How to use social media to organize, to have a political impact, to matter.   To be honest 


many of the tools available are difficult to understand.  I want to know how to exploit for 


maximum impact or evaluate their effectiveness.  


67. How to write a play.  


68. I am 87 + do not drive after dark.  


69. I am interested in pottery and painting.    


70. I am tentatively planning to coordinate a course on the history and practice of public 


health.  


71. I am very happy with what PLATO offers now.  


72. I appreciate history-focused courses.  


73. I believe communication; perhaps even marketing would be great assets. I find many 


people in Madison who are not even aware it exists, and others who do not know how to 


become active in it.   


74. I do not know just what PLATO now offers. I've only been here for about six months, and 


have only taken one course - which I completely enjoyed.   


75. I don't know whether there is an invitation to teach a class which makes it clear what is 


expected I have images of course proposals from years of teaching undergraduate and 


graduate university courses as well as extension noncredit courses. I don't know what 


PLATO expects in a proposal.   


76. I haven't taken advantage of all that is being offered now!  


77. I like the idea of on line video programs. At Capitol Lakes Retirement we MOOC on line 


programs, on wide range of topics-sponsored by University of Wisconsin.  
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78. I love the international films.  Maybe there could be a short course, all Italian films, but 


without subtitles or have a discussion afterwards in Italian.  Maybe the same could be done 


for films in Spanish.  Maybe German. Maybe Hebrew. Maybe Arabic.  Maybe Chinese.  I 


think there are some Plato members that could lead these discussions and possibly 


organize this.  Maybe even Yiddish. Maybe Portuguese. Maybe Hindi. Maybe Japanese.  


79. I really am satisfied with the current number of courses and activities.  


80. I really enjoyed the trolley tour of the UW campus.  Many of us on the tour were interested 


in further tours of campus facilities and what goes on in there, e.g. Discovery Center.  I 


know you advertise events there, but they are in the evening, with your own transportation.  


Campus has changed so much since I went to school there; it would be great to see the 


new buildings.  


81. I really like field trips.  I would like to know more about sitting in a class room at UWM.    


82. I think PLATO can do all that it presently does well AND grow in new ways that mean there 


is more room for politics and activism through PLATO.   


83. I took Dennis's Whither the State course this past 2 years. Especially this year, I would love to 


have had more of the following speakers: the judge who talked about the courts, the 


Wisconsin Investigative group, and several others who had limited time but could have 


used much more.  


84. I would be interested in more history courses, such as European History and/or Latin 


American History. Also, most field trips are offered on Wednesdays, which is difficult for me 


due to other commitments. I would be interested in field trips offered on another week 


day.  


85. I would support any offerings to home bound people in any method if it was determined 


that this is a large enough group.  If not perhaps PLATO could offer a service of 


volunteering transportation for such members.  I am not needing such help.  But I could 


help someone who is coming to a course I attend.  


86. If possible more classes on the north side.  The distance I have to travel effects which 


courses I take.  This is why I take most of my courses downtown.  


87. Interest groups --- eating out, local plays, movies, women alone  


88. Interesting travels spots in Wisconsin,  how to contribute to the Progressive movement in 


Wisconsin, important current policy and legislative issues in Wisconsin or  Madison and what 


the average citizen can do to support or counter them  


89. Intro to subjects I was unable to take at university -- art history, paleontology, travelogues, 


human evolution, anthropology, more history. PLATO does a great job already though!  


90. Issues related to aging, i.e. how to age better  


91. It is fine as is.  


92. It's hard to imagine what else Plato could provide.  I think the organization offers quite a bit 


now.  


93. I've belonged to Plato for years but don't participate much because I'm otherwise soo 


busy. Someday I hope to participate more! Right now I don't even know how to answer 


this.  


94. Language conversation.  French.  Spanish.  


95. Language or music course  


96. Large space for courses offered at the Madison Senior Center, e.g. Philosophy, Fictional 


Detectives  


97. Lectures that last less than 10 weeks.  (Norm's music and history).  One time talks in 


accessible locations. (Wednesday night at the lab).    
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98. Less expensive trips that include meal and transportation.  "55 and Over" (I think that's the 


name) offers many outings to plays or music in other cities via bus (that include a hot meal) 


for $65-85.  


99. Links to other opportunities - e.g.Yale online courses  


100. Live streaming of courses,  


101. Living life to the fullest  


102. Local brewery tours. We are blessed with so many craft breweries within a short trip!   


103. Local Madison events in theater and art. Unusual craft classes  


104. Long term I hope that PLATO will be able to provide it's own space for meetings, the office, 


etc., but I realize the cost at this time is prohibitive, but doesn't mean we can't think outside 


the box and plan for this kind of expansion.  


105. Look at courses in other programs.  We previously participated in Philadelphia's program.  


Here is their course catalog 


https://www.temple.edu/tucc/persenrichment/OLLI/courses.asp. Programs of interest were 


learning Spanish (or other languages), Movers and Shakers (learning about key figures in 


local government and business, Another Opening (review of current popular shows) and 


others.    


106. Love the field trips, especially to WI museums and nature sites.  


107. Math  


108. Maybe a course on human psychology and relationships.  


109. Maybe something related to current community issues like: homelessness, food 


security/hunger, jail, addiction treatment/recovery  


110. Meditation, yoga, ageless wisdom teachings,   


111. Meet-ups after concerts or local theater performances   


112. Met opera group attendance and dinner afterwards.  


113. More and varied history and travel classes. I suspect that PLATO contains many history 


buffs. Take a topic you know and share it. Ditto for travel, I suspect that everyone has been 


somewhere interesting. It would make for a great course to have people come in and 


share their experiences about different places. I'd be willing to do that for spots in the US  


114. More arts and crafts classes like watercolor or drawing classes  


115. More book/movie class offerings  


116. More classes in Middleton and the West side.  


117. More coordination with UW Alumni in Expanding Global Hotspots issues.  


118. More course options during the winter interim and over the summer.  


119. More courses on the eastside and maybe even in nearby communities on an experimental 


manner.  


120. More courses taught by university faculty (UW, Edgewood, Madison College). I have a 


friend who does OSHER courses at the University of Pittsburgh and they have a huge variety 


of interesting topics.  


121. More cultural/ local / field trips. Seems emphasis’s shifted to mostly theater. Also for some, 


Chicago involves many hours on the bus, with limited free time.  


122. More current events   


123. More diverse courses about the different religions with visiting members of the Church, 


Temple or Mosque   


124. More field trips in Wisconsin area about geology, geography, history type topics.  


125. More films with subtitles.  


126. More help in finding meeting places.  


127. More history or literature offerings.  
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128. More in depth offerings, Language classes (perhaps lunch and conversation?)  


129. More individual programs, events  


130. More interesting lecture series  


131. More opportunities for members who are writers, artists or musicians to showcase their work. 


AGORA is a good step in this direction, but I'm thinking of an expanded Arts Cafe, if we 


could find a place that had a cafe atmosphere and could make it a regular social and 


arts gathering place.     


132. More opportunities for small social gatherings at coffee shops or places like the current 


Memorial Union gatherings at the lake (though those weren't at a convenient time for me).  


133. More programming at Fitchburg Senior Center  


134. More recreation/educational outdoor activities  


135. More relaxed courses.  Some classes seemed like cliques depending on the location.  


136. More sections in how to do drawing, painting, etc.   


137. More sensitivity to social-economic-class (SEC) diversity. Seems to me that the average SEC 


rank is upper-middle class.  


138. More social events  


139. More social events, parties that involve some learning and some just plain social interaction  


140. More social opportunities  


141. More UW lectures (like the global hot spots).  More local tours, Madison has a lot to offer. 


Current event lists seem to require a bus ride to Milwaukee and Chicago.  


142. Music appreciation, culture of other countries, botany, astronomy, art history  


143. Music courses. 


144. Music, dance, Classical/ballet/contemporary.  


145. Not applicable  


146. Offerings that would draw minority participation.  


147. One complimentary social event so members can become acquainted with each other.  


148. One thing that prevents me from attending programs like film programs is that there is no 


time to discuss what we've seen.  With so many options for viewing movies, I need the 


addition of discussion.   perhaps more variety in length of programs and when in the year 


offered   


149. One time lectures throughout year I.e. Authors  


150. Online courses and events -- especially in the winter.    


151. Opportunities for active/service learning opportunities in the community.    


152. Opportunities for community servide learning  


153. Opportunities for members to update their technology usage.  


154. Opportunities to meet with people with similar interest...like a needlework group.  


155. Opportunity for discussion groups.   


156. Other art focused classes and tours  


157. Outside lecturers on a more frequent basis than currently available  


158. Overall, from my point of view, course offerings have been quite good. The mix of Alumni 


Lectures and department lectures available both compliments and complicates your job.  


159. Overnight programs to see more of the northern part of Wisconsin.  


160. People who are long-term members have made friends (couples with other couples etc.) 


so not easy for new members & singles to get to know others. Monthly B may or may not 


work.  


161. Perhaps current events or world events from multi-cultural perspective, i.e. environment, 


global warming, water issues, economy, etc.   
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162. Perhaps some opportunities to combine connecting to UW athletics and attending 


sporting events.  Lunch or dinner with a coach, assistant coach or players; block of tix to a 


game with an opportunity to purchase them through Plato.  Perhaps even a class that 


brings in a different coach every week. Perhaps a freestanding session prior to the 


beginning of sports seasons where a coach or knowledgeable individual for the athletic 


department provides an overview of the upcoming season, players and team prospects.  


163. Perhaps some outdoor activities such as hiking or biking.  


164. Perhaps some practical courses to help people maintain health and vitality.  (I.e. Tai Chi)  


165. Perhaps we could have sessions where we all viewed a webinar or DVD (of a lecture, 


documentary or panel on some topic of interest), many of which are available free, on-line 


or from the library, and then had a discussion about what we'd viewed.  That way we get 


to share the tech expertise and equipment and watch the presentation together (rather 


than at home alone).  And the videos could be on a wide range of topics with a different 


discussion leader every week.  I've seen several excellent documentaries at the WI Film 


Festival on topics about which I knew nothing and wished to share the experience, e.g., 


one on Parkinson's Disease and Dance (Capturing Grace), one on public defenders 


(Gideon's Army).  I'd be willing to purchase one of the more expensive copies that can be 


shared with a group (and donate it to the library afterwards) for this purpose.  


166. Photography and art courses; maybe some hands on computer "learn to do it better" 


courses or workshops  


167. PLATO is doing a great job now, but flexible schedule via video would be an 


enhancement.  


168. Plato is really doing a good job and trying to the best of their ability.  


169. Plato offers so much it is hard to keep up!  Can't think of anything off the top of my head.  


170. Plenty in summer.  


171. Possibly something on how to be an effective participant in the political process, i.e. how 


to influence elected officials.   


172. Possibly, an overnight program (example the Dana Thomas House and Lincoln Museum in 


Springfield are very worthwhile but very difficult to do in one day.  An overnight would 


allow for an evening program to be added if useful.  


173. Potlucks  


174. Present program looks good. I wish I could participate more. Social aspects were much 


liked.  


175. Present trends in Children's literature Present trends in Young Adult literature  


176. Programs to illustrate virtual reality and artificial intelligence   


177. Provide more resources and allow reproduction of materials (free photocopying)  


178. Q#2 full response: To seek out subjects for us to learn about that we may have missed 


along our trip to old age.  For example we are presenting Studying Ancient Civilizations 


and Mark Twain.  The arts are wide open for us to explore but plato has done little on this, 


despite Madison’s ample artistic resources.   


179. Q#6 comment:  I am too low tech. Q#8 comment: only within a course with another 


member - the P in PLATO, you know.  


180. Q#6 comment: However the problem is not the fee. These courses would provide no 


interaction or opportunities to ask questions. This way of learning would diminish rather than 


enhance it. Remember we also learn a significant amount from other members of the 


class. With technological delivery this opportunity would be zero.  


181. Quarterly social gatherings.  


182. Seeing if courses like languages, crafts or yoga would be attended by our members.   


183. Service Projects,  sponsored travel trips, more hands on activities (art, science, creative)  
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184. Since I recently joined, I do not know enough about all the offerings to offer an opinion. 


After a semester or two and exposure to more course offerings, I will have a better idea of 


where I would like to expand my knowledge in areas that PLATO does not currently offer.  


185. Social evenings, casual meetings, exploring local theatre scene. 


186. Social, physical and participatory  like dance, table tennis, pickle ball, improv,   (Fun, 


physical activity, increasing size of each other's interpersonal space)  


187. Some hands-on classes like various art classes, cooking, woodworking etc.  


188. Some of the University staff giving lectures.  


189. Sorry I was not more helpful.  I Love PLATO! I have participated in the History course, the 


Philosophy course, the Current events course, and the International Film course.  


190. Sorry, nothing in particular jumps to mind.  


191. Sponsor lectures open to the public about current topics of general interest.  There already 


are a number of "great lectures" or lectures offered by professors emeriti and other 


organizations in Madison. But there are several PLATO members that might offer such an 


opportunity. The value would be that it could raise the community's awareness of PLATO 


and attract more members.  


192. Technology Classes  


193. The development of early civilizations   .     


194. The racial divide in our community. Anything related to metaphysics  


195. Theater/attractions trip to Twin Cities  


196. There are so many wonderful courses already offered.  


197. There is really not anything except maybe another course I find interesting that is offered 


on the west side.  I do find that many courses are down town and I find that area too 


difficult to get to since parking is not right near the building the course is offered in always.    


198. This is a challenging time; we may need to assist lots of our members to safely navigate the 


future of our state and country.  


199. Tours of companies, organizations in town that are unique, leaders  


200. Tours, such as a recycling plant.  Also, see Grandparents University course offerings for 


ideas.  


201. Travel discussions   


202. Trips to the Twin Cities.  


203. Updates on new technology  


204. Using Technology to enrich our everyday lives. What's new? What do we need to stay 


current? When we don't have coworkers it's harder to keep up!  


205. Visit to the UW Center for Discovery  


206. Volunteering in the community with networks and support systems.  


207. Walking companions Tour companions  


208. We haven't participated more intensively because we're pretty sporadic during the winter 


months.  Sometimes it seems that the schedules are oriented more to the university type 


year than the majority of participants'.  


209. Well, I have been a member for less than a year. In that time I read all the emails which are 


sent offering programs of some sort. Most are conducted during the week hours and less 


on weekends. I have been unable to attend even some of the few I thought would be fun. 


Specifically, perhaps an informational on Genealogy? Group meetings. Hold them in 


interesting places rotational locations.   


210. What happened on 9/11? Government secrets concerning UFO's.  Is fracking a serious 


threat?  


211. Wisconsin history  
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212. World History, World Literature   


213. Would need to think about this more.  


 


Note: An additional 70 members answered this question with some version of: Don’t 


know; Not sure; Can’t think of anything; I’m happy with the current offerings; None. 


214. N/a  


215. N/a  


216. NA  


217. New member; unsure of all offerings  


218. No  


219. No comment  


220. No comment  


221. No comment for you cutting me off.  


222. No comments.  


223. No idea at this point.  


224. No idea right now. 


225. No ideas at this time  


226. No input at this time.  


227. No opinion  


228. No other suggestions at this time, although I appreciate that Plato is willing to ask for 


suggestions. I know friends in other cities who belong to something akin to Plato. They are in 


awe of what we have available.  


229. No specific suggestions, but I believe in the creativity of other members.  


230. No suggestions at this time  


231. None at this time.  


232. None 


233. Not anything I can think of at this time.  


234. Not familiar enough with Plato's current offerings to comment on this  


235. Not sure. 


236. NOT SURE  


237. Not sure  


238. Not sure   


239. Not sure as I am a new member and have only taken one course which was offered where 


I live.  


240. Not sure, but some more participatory art or craft could be fun.  


241. Not sure, still too new.  Maybe more art oriented classes   


242. Not sure.  


243. Nothing  


244. Nothing comes to mind. 


245. Nothing comes to mind.  


246. Nothing I am aware of.  


247. Nothing I can think of.  


248. Nothing immediately comes to mind  


249. Nothing. Good for you in looking ahead, but don't change to the sake of changing. We 


are all getting older.  
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250. I'll have to think about this one.  


251. I'm not sure.  


252. I'm too new to comment on this.  


253. I don't know.  


254. I have health problems so not possible to answer   


255. I have no suggestions at this time  


256. I like several of the courses already offered.  


257. I don' t have a suggestion.  I am satisfied with PLATO as it is.  


258. I don't have any ideas  


259. I don't know  


260. I believe I answered that already  


261. I cannot think of any other presently.  


262. I can't think of anything.  


263. I am fairly new to Plato (member less than a year) -- can't really think of anything here.   


264. I am too junior a member to comment on this question.  


265. I am new to PLATO and have not given this much thought.  


266. Do not know  


267. Do not know.  


268. Doing a great job now!  


269. Don't know  


270. Don't know  


271. Don’t know at this time, haven't thought about it.  


272. Don't know.  


273. Don't know.   


274. Dunno  


275. Blank ... for now   


276. Cannot think of any thing  


277. Can't think of anything  


278. Can't think of anything at the moment  


279. Can't think of anything right now  


280. can't think of anything right now  


281. Can't think of anything. 


282. This is my first year so............I'm not sure  


283. Unsure 
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PLATO Member Strategic Needs Assessment 


Survey Report 


Overall Survey Results 


As part of a larger strategic planning initiative undertaken by the PLATO Board of 


Directors, PLATO contracted with Russell Consulting, Inc. (RCI) to conduct a 


comprehensive online assessment of PLATO member perceptions of and expectations 


for the organization. At the time of this assessment, PLATO had approximately 1,200 


members. Of this number, 1,109 had e-mail addresses that were used to distribute 


invitations to complete a survey online. The members who did not have e-mail 


addresses were mailed paper surveys – which they returned to the PLATO office. Of 


PLATO’s 1,200 members, 546 members returned a complete or partial online or paper 


survey for a response rate of 46%. 


  Count Percent 


Completed Surveys 498 91.21% 


Partially Completed Surveys 48 8.79% 


Total Surveys Submitted 546  


See Appendix A for a copy of the Member Survey 


Demographics of Respondents 


How long have you been a PLATO member? 


Value  Percent Count 


Less than 1 year  17.87% 89 


1 year to less than 2 years  14.06% 70 


2 years to less than 5 years  26.10% 130 


5 years to less than 10 years  26.91% 134 


10 years or more  15.06% 75 


  Total 498 


What is your Zip code?  


Location Zip Code Frequency Percent 


Madison – West/South 53711 103 18.9% 


Shorewood Hills 53705 88 16.1% 


Maple Bluff 53704 42 7.7% 
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Location Zip Code Frequency Percent 


Isthmus Area 53703 37 6.8% 


Middleton 53717 33 6.0% 


West Madison 53562 28 5.1% 


Madison – Southwest 53719 27 4.9% 


Monona 53716 17 3.1% 


Verona 53593 16 2.9% 


Sun Prairie 53590 14 2.6% 


South Madison 53713 10 1.8% 


University Heights 53726 10 1.8% 


Northeast Madison 53714 9 1.6% 


McFarland 53558 7 1.3% 


Waunakee 53597 6 1.1% 


West Madison 53715 6 1.1% 


Oregon 53575 4 .7% 


Blooming Grove 53718 4 .7% 


Cross Plains 53528 3 .5% 


Belleville 53508 2 .4% 


Cottage Grove 53527 2 .4% 


Stoughton 53589 2 .4% 


All Other Locations  21 4.3% 


Total  491 100% 


Gender 


Value  Percent Count 


Female  69.53% 340 


Male  30.47% 149 


  Total 489 


Age 


Value  Percent Count 


Under 60 years  2.04% 10 


60 to less than 70 years  41.02% 201 


70 to less than 80 years  43.27% 212 


80 years or older  13.67% 67 


  Total 490 
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Member Survey Questions 


Question 1 – Purpose for Being a PLATO Member 


What is your primary purpose for being a member of PLATO? 


Chart 1 


 


What is your "other" reason for being a PLATO member? 


1. All of the above  


2. All of the above - couldn't choose.  


3. Become more familiar with Madison community  


4. Both "To continue my own learning" and "To meet interested and interesting people"  


5. BOTH OF THE FILM COURSES--if they go, I go/quit.  


6. Both social and learning opportunities.  


7. Getting old-losing peers-gets me out-makes me think about issues. (Also selected: To 


cont. my learning & To stay engaged in community)  


8. Plays.  


9. The fantastic opportunities to travel to see plays and museums, docent led 


experiences, day trips to places I would not normally think of going to.  


10. Theater opportunities  


11. Theater trips  


12. To attend plays and other events  


13. To be part of making this great organization function effectively  


14. To go on trips to museums and plays  
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15. To help keep my mind alive.  


16. To keep my mind stimulated intellectually and socially  


17. To participate in interesting experiences  


18. To participate in the group's wonderful field trips -- which also continues my own 


learning and helps me to meet interesting people.  


19. Travel to areas outside of Madison - mainly museums (I no longer drive).  


20. Was UW staff faculty with PLATO oversight - awarded lifetime PLATO membership  


21. While the learning was important, the trips to plays were primary.  


22. Won membership from public TV 


Question 2 – What PLATO Could do to Enable Reasons for Joining 


What could PLATO do to enable you to fully realize your reasons for joining 


PLATO? 


 412 members responded to this question. See Appendix B for a list of their 


verbatim responses. 


Question 3 – Effectiveness of PLATO Member Services 


PLATO provides value to its members by creating systems and processes that 


translate member needs into programs and services. For the following list of 


systems and processes, rate how effective PLATO is at doing each? 


Chart 2 
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Chart 3 


 


Chart 4 
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Chart 5 


 


Chart 6 
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Chart 7 


 


Chart 8 
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Chart 9 


 


Table 1: Effectiveness of PLATO Support Services – Rank Ordered from Highest to Lowest Averages 


Effectiveness of PLATO Support Services – Rank Ordered N Mean 
Std. 


Deviation 


Q3c Communicating with members on how to take advantage of 


PLATO courses and events 
480 5.26 1.08 


Q3b Selecting the right events/tours 431 5.24 .89 


Q3d Invoicing and collecting payment for dues 423 5.23 .97 


Q3e Managing course/event registration or signup and confirming 


enrollment 
442 5.15 .96 


Q3a Selecting the right course topics 460 5.14 .90 


Q3g Designing and delivering courses in a way that facilitates 


learning 
437 5.14 .90 


Q3f Selecting accessible sites for PLATO courses 443 5.03 1.05 


Q3h Providing resources and references (e.g., books, handouts, 


weblinks, etc.) to facilitate/reinforce learning 
397 4.92 1.02 
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To develop an overall rating of PLATO’s effectiveness in providing services to its members, the 


eight support services dimensions (A through H) were combined into one composite variable to 


calculate an overall effectiveness score. 


Chart 10 


 


You rated at least one of the PLATO systems or processes to support member 


services as “Somewhat Effective” or lower. What, from your perspective, are one or 


two things that PLATO could do differently in any of these areas to improve its 


effectiveness? 


 180 members responded to this question. See Appendix C for a list of their 


verbatim responses. 
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Question 4 – Likelihood of Participation in a Course via Webinar 


How likely would it be that you would participate in a course that was offered 


only via a webinar format (accessible on any computer with access to the 


Internet)? 


Chart 11 
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Question 5 – Likelihood of Participation in a Recorded Video Course 


How likely would it be that you would participate in a course by viewing a 


recorded video of a course accessible on any computer with access to the 


Internet? 


 


Question 6 – Willingness to Pay Additional Fees for Webinar/Video 


The higher cost for delivering courses via webinar or recorded video might 


require PLATO charging additional fees to those who participate in courses in 


these ways. Would you be willing to pay an additional fee for either a webinar or 


recorded video? 


Value  Percent Count 


Maybe – I might be willing to pay for a course, 


depending upon the course and the amount. 
51.31% 255 


No – I would not sign-up for a webinar or view a 


recorded video if there were a fee involved. 
48.69% 242 


  Total 497 
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Question 7 – Willingness to Pay Additional Fee to Hire Instructors 


Would you be willing to pay an additional fee to enable PLATO to hire an 


instructor to teach a course that interests you? 


Value  Percent Count 


Maybe - it depends upon the course and 


the cost  
80.36% 401 


No  19.64% 98 


  Total 499 


You indicated MAYBE to a willingness to pay an additional fee for some courses. 


What course(s) not currently offered by PLATO (because no one has volunteered to 


teach it) would you like PLATO to offer in the future using a special registration fee? 


 276 members responded to this question. See Appendix D for a list of their 


verbatim responses. 


Question 8 – Volunteering for PLATO 


Have you ever supported PLATO by volunteering as a course coordinator or by 


serving on a committee or workgroup to support PLATO’s courses or events? 


Value  Percent Count 


Yes  28.37% 141 


No  71.63% 356 


  Total 497 


What did you volunteer for? 


Value  Percent Count 


Course coordinator  51.45% 71 


Committee or workgroup to support PLATO   62.32% 86 


Board member  21.01% 29 


Why did you volunteer? 


 130 members responded to this question. See Appendix E for a list of their 


verbatim responses. 
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Are you still a volunteer? 


Value  Percent Count 


Yes  65.22% 90 


No  34.78% 48 


  Total 138 


Why do you continue to volunteer? 


 76 members responded to this question. See Appendix E for a list of their 


verbatim responses. 


Why did you stop volunteering? 


 45 members responded to this question. See Appendix E for a list of their 


verbatim responses. 


Question 9 – Suggestions for Future PLATO Offerings 


Something you would like to see PLATO offer to its members in the coming years 


that PLATO doesn’t currently offer is . . . 


 213 members offered specific suggestions in response to this question; an 


additional 70 indicated some version of “Don’t know.” See Appendix F for a list 


of their verbatim responses. 
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Demographic Analysis 


We analyzed PLATO’s overall effectiveness by using the effectiveness composite 


variable and comparing differences in the ratings by Years as a Member, Gender, and 


Age of Member. We then present tables that compare all of the effectiveness ratings 


(Question 3, membership support dimensions A through H) by these demographics. 


Analysis by Years as a PLATO Member 


Chart 12 


 


Effectiveness Dimension Years as a Member N Mean Std. Dev. 
Q3a How effective is PLATO at: Selecting 


the right course topics 
Less than 1 Year 72 4.94 .92 


1 Year to Less than 2 Years 59 5.12 .91 


2 Years to Less than 5 Years 120 5.20 .88 


5 Years to Less than 10 Years 123 5.11 .97 


10 Years for More 70 5.30 .75 


Total 444 5.14 .90 
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Effectiveness Dimension Years as a Member N Mean Std. Dev. 
Q3b How effective is PLATO at: Selecting 


the right events/tours 
Less than 1 Year 68 5.07 .82 


1 Year to Less than 2 Years 63 5.29 .79 


2 Years to Less than 5 Years 108 5.30 .86 


5 Years to Less than 10 Years 115 5.31 .93 


10 Years for More 65 5.22 1.02 


Total 419 5.25 .89 


Q3c How effective is PLATO at: 


Communicating with members on 


how to take advantage of PLATO 


courses and events 


Less than 1 Year 81 5.26 1.00 


1 Year to Less than 2 Years 66 5.29 1.21 


2 Years to Less than 5 Years 123 5.31 1.14 


5 Years to Less than 10 Years 126 5.22 1.06 


10 Years for More 71 5.25 1.01 


Total 467 5.27 1.08 


Q3d How effective is PLATO at: Invoicing 


and collecting payment for dues 
Less than 1 Year 59 5.24 .95 


1 Year to Less than 2 Years 61 5.26 .91 


2 Years to Less than 5 Years 108 5.34 1.02 


5 Years to Less than 10 Years 120 5.08 1.15 


10 Years for More 64 5.23 .61 


Total 412 5.22 .98 


Q3e How effective is PLATO at: Managing 


course/event registration or signup 


and confirming enrollment 


Less than 1 Year 68 5.07 .87 


1 Year to Less than 2 Years 62 5.23 .93 


2 Years to Less than 5 Years 115 5.20 1.06 


5 Years to Less than 10 Years 118 5.10 .97 


10 Years for More 64 5.11 .84 


Total 427 5.14 .95 


Q3f How effective is PLATO at: Selecting 


accessible sites for PLATO courses 
Less than 1 Year 65 5.00 .88 


1 Year to Less than 2 Years 57 5.11 1.10 


2 Years to Less than 5 Years 117 5.13 .98 


5 Years to Less than 10 Years 122 4.93 1.14 


10 Years for More 71 4.96 1.14 


Total 432 5.02 1.06 


Q3g How effective is PLATO at: Designing 


and delivering courses in a way that 


facilitates learning 


Less than 1 Year 59 5.07 .81 


1 Year to Less than 2 Years 56 5.05 .88 


2 Years to Less than 5 Years 115 5.17 .93 


5 Years to Less than 10 Years 126 5.15 1.03 


10 Years for More 66 5.20 .71 


Total 422 5.14 .90 
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Effectiveness Dimension Years as a Member N Mean Std. Dev. 
Q3h How effective is PLATO at: Providing 


resources and references (e.g., 


books, handouts, weblinks, etc.) to 


facilitate/reinforce learning 


Less than 1 Year 54 5.04 .82 


1 Year to Less than 2 Years 51 5.06 .79 


2 Years to Less than 5 Years 105 5.01 1.11 


5 Years to Less than 10 Years 109 4.81 1.13 


10 Years for More 63 4.81 1.06 


Total 382 4.93 1.03 


 


Analysis by Gender of PLATO Member 


Chart 13 


 


Effectiveness Dimension Gender N Mean Std. Dev. 


Q3a How effective is PLATO at: Selecting the right 


course topics 


Female 305 5.10 .96 


Male 132 5.23 .76 


Q3b How effective is PLATO at: Selecting the right 


events/tours 


Female 297 5.28 .93 


Male 114 5.16 .79 


Q3c How effective is PLATO at: Communicating with 


members on how to take advantage of PLATO 


courses and events 


Female 318 5.25 1.18 


Male 142 5.29 .84 


Q3d How effective is PLATO at: Invoicing and 


collecting payment for dues 


Female 283 5.25 1.01 


Male 123 5.15 .95 
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Effectiveness Dimension Gender N Mean Std. Dev. 


Q3e How effective is PLATO at: Managing 


course/event registration or signup and 


confirming enrollment 


Female 299 5.13 1.02 


Male 123 5.17 .77 


Q3f How effective is PLATO at: Selecting accessible 


sites for PLATO courses 


Female 298 4.97 1.15 


Male 130 5.15 .76 


Q3g How effective is PLATO at: Designing and 


delivering courses in a way that facilitates learning 


Female 290 5.14 .98 


Male 128 5.13 .72 


Q3h How effective is PLATO at: Providing resources 


and references (e.g., books, handouts, weblinks, 


etc.) to facilitate/reinforce learning 


Female 261 4.98 1.08 


Male 115 4.79 .85 


Analysis by Age of Member 


Chart 14 


 


Effectiveness Dimension Age of Member N Mean Std. Dev. 


Q3a How effective is PLATO at: 


Selecting the right course topics 


Under 60 Years 10 5.20 .632 


60 to Less than 70 Years 178 5.16 .842 


70 to Less than 80 Years 189 5.08 .986 


80 Years or Older 59 5.29 .811 


Total 436 5.14 .899 
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Effectiveness Dimension Age of Member N Mean Std. Dev. 


Q3b How effective is PLATO at: 


Selecting the right events/tours 


Under 60 Years 7 5.43 .535 


60 to Less than 70 Years 174 5.30 .777 


70 to Less than 80 Years 175 5.18 1.018 


80 Years or Older 55 5.31 .836 


Total 411 5.25 .891 


Q3c How effective is PLATO at: 


Communicating with members on 


how to take advantage of PLATO 


courses and events 


Under 60 Years 9 5.33 1.118 


60 to Less than 70 Years 188 5.37 1.103 


70 to Less than 80 Years 201 5.18 1.113 


80 Years or Older 62 5.27 .926 


Total 460 5.27 1.086 


Q3d How effective is PLATO at: 


Invoicing and collecting payment 


for dues 


Under 60 Years 6 5.33 .516 


60 to Less than 70 Years 168 5.32 .949 


70 to Less than 80 Years 174 5.11 1.051 


80 Years or Older 57 5.30 .925 


Total 405 5.22 .988 


Q3e How effective is PLATO at: 


Managing course/event 


registration or signup and 


confirming enrollment 


Under 60 Years 7 5.43 .787 


60 to Less than 70 Years 172 5.23 .933 


70 to Less than 80 Years 188 5.06 1.011 


80 Years or Older 54 5.17 .818 


Total 421 5.15 .954 


Q3f How effective is PLATO at: 


Selecting accessible sites for PLATO 


courses 


Under 60 Years 9 5.11 .782 


60 to Less than 70 Years 168 5.08 .997 


70 to Less than 80 Years 190 5.02 1.091 


80 Years or Older 59 4.97 1.129 


Total 426 5.04 1.052 


Q3g How effective is PLATO at: 


Designing and delivering courses in 


a way that facilitates learning 


Under 60 Years 8 5.38 .518 


60 to Less than 70 Years 168 5.13 .879 


70 to Less than 80 Years 183 5.15 .946 


80 Years or Older 57 5.16 .922 


Total 416 5.15 .908 
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Effectiveness Dimension Age of Member N Mean Std. Dev. 


Q3h How effective is PLATO at: 


Providing resources and references 


(e.g., books, handouts, weblinks, 


etc.) to facilitate/reinforce learning 


Under 60 Years 7 5.29 .488 


60 to Less than 70 Years 152 5.05 .941 


70 to Less than 80 Years 167 4.92 1.038 


80 Years or Older 49 4.59 1.206 


Total 375 4.94 1.024 
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Appendix E – The PLATO Volunteer 


Experience 


Question 8 – Why did you volunteer? 


1. A current member asked me to join based on my interests and skill sets.  


2. A favorite instructor passed away. The class wanted to try to continue as a group. 


It didn't work very well ;)  


3. about 15 years ago - recruited by members of the board - served three years - was 


requested to become president (refused)  


4. An opportunity to support the efforts of PLATO to provide the courses, lectures, trips 


etc.  


5. Asked personally by an outgoing coordinator, and I felt I could do a good job.  


6. At first because I wanted to meet and get to know new people.  After that 


because I felt capable of adding to and helping others with the various tasks 


involved with running a volunteer organization.  


7. Because I believe strongly in PLATO's mission and programs.  


8. Because I could not find a science research offering.  


9. Because I have lots of leadership skills and enjoy making the wheels of the 


organization turn smoothly.  


10. Because I like to support organizations I believe in.  


11. Because I think very highly of PLATO  


12. Because I thought I had abilities that PLATO needed and I wanted to help enable 


PLATO to continue its mission  


13. Because I wanted the challenge of going so and felt strongly about the topic I 


chose to share with others.  


14. because i was asked and wanted to participate  


15. Because I was asked. And because I understand that PLATO relies on members to 


operate and keep fees low.  


16. Because the course coordinator was moving, and we wanted to keep the class 


going.  


17. Because the task drew upon my professional expertise and was limited in time 


commitment.  


18. Believe organization depends on community support.  


19. Both as a learning experience and group sharing experience; question and 


answer time following presentation essential!  


20. Committee leader asked me.  


21. Enjoyed the work and meeting people.  


22. filling in for coordinator who was vacationing  
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23. Found material I wanted to share. Also in the case of Jim Christiansen's death, to 


facilitate the course continuing for one more semester.   


24. Fred Ross gently twisted my arm.  


25. Good experience Like to be involved   


26. Had an idea for a three-session course I thought it would be fun to teach, and was 


sort of offshoot of course I had taken for several  years. Pitched idea to Curriculum 


Committee member and was invited to join. Rest is history.  


27. Having some experience with web pages and blogging, I joined the recently 


formed Technology Committee. to add whatever support I can provide..  


28. I am committed to making contributions to PLATO and thought my work 


experience and my commitment to diversity/anti-oppression work was best used 


through committee work.  


29. I and a friend had topics we wanted to share with others and learn from them as 


we teach. I also believe in supporting a good cause and have never learned to 


say no.  


30. I believe PLATO is an extraordinary organization with very devoted volunteers. I 


had wanted to support that mission by volunteering.   


31. I don't mind doing so.  


32. I enjoy being involved.  


33. I enjoy PLATO and am interested in helping to support it so it will continue.  


34. I enjoy the trips sponsored by Plato.  


35. I enjoyed the classes I took.  


36. I enjoyed the group I was participating in and the current coordinator was unable 


to continue.    


37. I feel it is an individual’s responsibility to volunteer when a member of an 


organization such as PLATO.  It minimizes dues and allows participation, social 


interaction and a better understanding of the organization and goals.   


38. I feel PLATO is an amazing resource for active, curious adults and wanted to offer 


my services to continue to support it.  


39. I felt a responsibility to Plato. I am a co-coordinator. I have experience in 


leadership, and enjoy organizational structure.  


40. I felt it was an obligation to help where I could.  


41. I felt it was time for me to become more involved in the planning part of PLATO.  


42. I had been a high school social studies teacher and a mentor/ tutor for Operation 


Fresh Start. I also wanted to see whether I still had any moxie or energy left.   


43. I had just joined and wanted to help so I joined the social events committee.  


44. I had the interest and knowledge/ability to help.  


45. I have gained much from PLATO and feel responsible to give back in return.  


1. I have something to offer the class. 2. Helping to lighten the load for the 


coordinator.   
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46. I have the expertise to teach that subject.  I joined the committee because I 


thought my writing and pr expertise would come in handy but the committee 


went in another direction so I backed out of it.  


47. I knew others wanted an art class. I did volunteer for the membership committee 


but the time/location/cost of parking made it difficult and I didn't feel the focus 


was what I thought it would be.  


48. I like to be an active participant and be involved in the decision making of 


organizations I am part of; also a belief that I had something to offer  


49. I like to interact in group discussion, continue learning, share scholarship on the 


subject matter with others.  


50. I liked the class and felt I needed to take my turn.  


51. I love to introduce people to new experiences  


52. I PLATO BOARD MEMBER ASKED FOR VOLUNTEERS AT A PLATO PROGRAM  


53. I think everyone has something that could be taught to the benefit of others  


54. I thought it was a nice way to support PLATO.  


55. I thought it would be fun and interesting.  


56. I value the overall "mission" of PLATO. As a Professor Emeritus, I like being able to 


share my interests with interested members. The open atmosphere and peer 


equality of PLATO classes lets me develop a more satisfying kind of coordinating.     


57. I volunteered because a volunteer organization depends on its members to 


continue to grow and prosper.  But I'm not an evangelist of prosperity in the 


current use of the term.  


58. I volunteered because everyone needs to help contribute to create the course 


offerings.    


59. I volunteered because the issues interested me.  


60. I volunteered recently to begin working on curriculum committee.  Earlier I had 


care taking responsibilities for my husband and then I had major life challenging 


surgeries. So this was not possible earlier.  Now that I am physically doing better I 


decided I wanted to do something for the organization.  


61. I want to help and meet others.  


62. I wanted to support Plato and I think that diversity is an important goals in this 


segregated city.  


63. I was asked  


64. I was asked and I accept the credo of active participation of its membership.  


65. I was asked by a friend to join the Diversity Committee. I just started this last fall.  


66. I was asked.  


67. I was interested in doing so.  


68. I was one of the originals and we did everything.  


69. I was told there was a need and I thought I had skills to help out.  


70. I was very much involved in the travel program years ago, but cannot make that 


kind of commitment now due to caregiving.  
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71. I would enjoy getting involved. However, I had to resign from the committee early 


on due to need to assist with babysitting young grandchildren.   


72. I'm a retired teacher/artist and i find it meaningful to continue sharing my passion  


73. Interest and need for people to volunteer  


74. Interest in events planning  


75. Interest in the events.  


76. Intrinsic motivation.  


77. It is in my nature to help when asked.  


78. I've got the interest and the time - plus it's fun  


79. Just volunteered this year  


80. Like the topic and enjoy sharing with other.  


81. Like to participate as much as I can. 


82. Love of learning!  


83. Love of topic + connectedness with others!    


84. My play reading class allows us to choose a play, assign roles, and lead discussions 


about it. I did this once, although not as well as I might have.  


85. Offer my efforts to help maintain the system  


86. One of early organizers and desire to learn about interesting subjects. Served as 


board member and president.  


87. Plato must continue.  


88. Plato was still young and needed involved members.  


89. Recruited. 


90. Saw a need and addressed it by developing a new and more robust field trips 


program  


91. Saw a need I could fill in terms of topics  


92. Seemed like I could offer something  


93. Skills. 


94. Someone asked me to help out.   


95. Someone has to do it! We all have to pitch in.  


96. The coordinator died suddenly, so I stepped in to help. I have continued for 15+ 


years.  


97. The coordinator 'resigned', someone needed to step up to keep the course going.  


98. The course would have been discontinued otherwise.  


99. The first word in PLATO is "participatory".  I took that seriously.  I feel EVERYONE 


should take on the responsibility at least once.  


100. The PLATO Racial Injustice course changed my thinking, and I see participation in 


the Diversity Committee as a small step of personal action.  


101. There was no other person who volunteered to take over for the retiring instructor   


102. Thought there would be interest by broad range of members  


103. To be more of a part of PLATO.  
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104. To engage, contribute, and get to know people.  


105. To ensure that the course would continue to be offered  


106. To gain a better understanding of the organization and to help it succeed as 


PLATO is almost entirely dependent on volunteers.  


107. To get to know more people and to improve course content  


108. To have something worthwhile to do & get to know other members better.  


109. To help  


110. To help a friend who could not continue in the role  


111. To help keep the course going using existing time and talents  


112. To help make the courses possible  


113. To help promote Plato  


114. To help with fundraising  


115. To help.  


116. To make attending the course easier  


117. To meet people but again it was businesslike and when over you left not knowing 


anyone.  


118. To support the organization.  


119. Topic of the committee (Diversity)  


120. Want to give back and had a subject that I thought would interest others.  


121. Want to give my time to help PLATO offer all its programs to our members.  


122. Wanted a course on the science of happiness and there wasn't one.   Also you 


don't have to pay for great courses, check out www.coursera.org and edx.org 


and others   could take one as a group.  


123. Wanted to contribute  


124. Wanted to do my share to support PLATO.   


125. Wanted to help. Socializing. Interested in using organizational skills.  


126. Wanted to, but got no response.  


127. Was asked by co coordinators to help out.  Now health precludes active 


involvement as in past.  Perhaps on line might be better for individuals like me who 


are struggling with health issues.  Money saved from parking and travel downtown 


could pay part of the cost.    


128. Was asked to do so.  


129. We all need to do our part.   


130. We are a participating volunteer organization. It behooves all able to do so, to do 


so. 


Question 8 – Why do you continue to volunteer? 


1. A group of people keep coming and I watch them grow in their skills so it is satisfying.  


2. As a personal action step and as a way to change others.  


3. As long as I can find and connect with people who learn from what I know, I will continue 


to teach  
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4. Because I can  


5. Because I enjoy the benefits of PLATO and I want to help keep it going.  


6. Because it is very rewarding, and I like participating beyond attending.  


7. Because it's fun  


8. Because PLATO relies on volunteers in order to keep fees low.  


9. Because some of my students rely on the community I have created, but am considering a 


break  


10. Continue to enjoy teaching.  


11. Continuing where you cut me off. But you won't allow me to elaborate. Ridiculous  


12. Course coordination.  


13. Enjoy it and still feel i can fill need  


14. ENjoy teaching and meeting attendees  


15. Enjoy the work and people.  


16. For the same reasons.  


17. I always get involved when I'm a member of a group.  


18. I am able to coordinate programs that I would like to attend myself and I enjoy the social 


aspect.  


19. I believe in supporting PLATO and I enjoy the people I am working with.  


20. I believe my contribution is useful and valued.  


21. I continue to meet a group of interesting people and exchange ideas and thoughts.  


22. I continue to want this information and no one else is offering it.  


23. I enjoy it.  


24. I enjoy the experience.  


25. I ENJOY THE INTERACTION WITH PLATO MEMBERS  


26. I enjoy the interactions and the learning.  


27. I enjoy the people and the group and the time commitment is not burdensome.  


28. I enjoy using my skills to help others.  


29. I enjoy what I do.  And to be useful in my retirement.  


30. I feel I am able to do so and that is a worthwhile thing for me to do.  


31. I have a passion for trips & collaborating with team colleagues in creating new trip 


opportunities.  


32. I have been asked to continue. However, I am nearing the end, at least for a while.  


33. I have gained much from PLATO and feel responsible to give back in return.  


34. I have the interest, the time, and the physical ability  


35. I just started, so I have to earn my stripes first before being eligible to answer this question.  


36. I like the class.  


37. I like the course and instructor  


38. I like to write and I am encouraged by my class members  


39. I only plan to do it for a year or two.  


40. I think I'm still a volunteer.  We need more people to become members  


41. I want the course to be successful.  


42. I'm interested in the subject, and don't want to abandon the group members.  


43. Important topic  
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44. It is a good experience, with very positive feedback  


45. It is now just part of my routine  


46. It's been interesting - although it's probably time for me to do something new.  


47. It's fun.  


48. I've gotten an excellent core group and enjoy working with them.  


49. Just started  


50. Just trying to do my part  


51. Like the subject matter and the participants of the course I coordinate.  


52. Like to be involved  


53. My continued interest in the PLATO program.  


54. Nice people  


55. Only just signed up.  


56. Plato must continue  


57. Rewarding.  Social aspects of volunteering.  A well-run org providing quality services - I like 


that  


58. Right now, I have necessary skill-set for several PLATO tasks, and no direct understudy.  


59. Same as above  


60. Same as above.  And now that I'm involved I enjoy the people I've engaged with.  


61. Same reason  


62. Same reason  


63. See above  


64. Support PLATO efforts in any way I can.  I enjoy being a PLATO volunteer.  


65. Teaching nonfiction writing  


66. The course continues to run smoothly, so all parties seem satisfied  


67. The course is strongly supported by its participants.  


68. The social interaction and mental stimulation motivates and energizes me.  


69. To be helpful to PLATO  


70. To ensure events can happen  


71. To help shape the future direction of the organization and put my skills to work  


72. To keep the class going.  


73. To make it a better organization and to express my interest  


74. To provide help  


75. Volunteer work may come to an end as health continues to worsen, but enjoy course 


content  


76. Yes. IF I feel my time, skills, and commitment are being put to good work. 


Question 8 – Why did you stop volunteering? 


1. 91 yrs. old - trouble walking  


2. Age  


3. Age and transport  


4. Age limitations  


5. Became involved in other volunteer projects  
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6. Became too much like a job. I retired from that. Also had health problems at the time.  


7. Did not feel I was being that helpful.  


8. Didn't like 1st meeting, not sure I fit in with group or want to take time for future meetings  


9. Discouraging, too much like work  


10. Family circumstances, change in courses, etc.  


11. Haven’t found material I am compelled to share.  


12. Hesitant to make the time commitment.  


13. I am a very active in numerous other community-related endeavors.  


14. I am not taking a course right now. I will resume participation when second semester 


resumes.  


15. I didn't want to lead a trip and that seemed like an expectation.  


16. I got too old and after about 15 years made way for new leadership.  


17. I previously answered this in another question  


18. I was appointed to a committee I did not fully understand, and wasn't given much 


instruction  


19. Illness  


20. Illness in my family.  


21. It drove me crazy -  it became a waste of my time and energy  


22. It was only for the one semester  


23. Life changed.  


24. Many others came forward and I began a part time job.  


25. Matter of opportunity... I may volunteer again  


26. Medical reasons  


27. Moved from Madison to Baraboo.  


28. Moved to Independent Living Facility located out of PLATO area  


29. Never got a call to join the committee.  


30. Never heard from people.  


31. Never was contacted.  


32. Nine years was enough!  


33. No time.  


34. Other commitments  and volunteering  


35. Personal reasons - situations and health and desire.  


36. Retired  


37. Schedule  


38. The culture of Plato has changed and is not one I am in total agreement with.  


39. Time consuming - it's time for others to pitch in  


40. Too many other commitments  


41. Took too much time and I wanted to explore other organizations that need volunteers.  


42. Trying to let other class members have a turn.  


43. Turned off by officious leaders, now gone  


44. Volunteers were encouraged.  Once I joined, ran into close knit group.  Did not feel 


welcomed.  


45. Work constraints 
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Appendix C – Ideas for Improving PLATO 


Effectiveness 


You rated at least one of the PLATO systems or processes to support member 


services as “Somewhat Effective” or lower. What, from your perspective, are one 


or two things that PLATO could do differently in any of these areas to improve its 


effectiveness? 


1. (Disclosure - I'm on Curriculum Committee) Course registration and course design is mainly 


left to individual course coordinators, rather than the organization - so naturally, it's 


variable.  Making changes would impose new burdens on coordinators - who are valued 


volunteers with their own preferences - and perhaps create a need for more paid staff 


time.  


2. A broader array of arts, language and culture classes. Adding another section to the Art 


Museum class. It's always full and is limited to 1 semester.    


3. A clearer description of the course requirements and operations is needed for some 


courses.  


4. (a) For me, please use books that are either available in the library or cost less than $15.  


(b). Keep up the good work please.  


5. Actually provide the classes people ask for in places of easy accessibility and parking.  We 


have so many resources in Madison this should be easy.  


6. Add news topics.  


7. Archive course materials on website.  


8. As a coordinator I try to make sure that every attendee has registered and paid their dues 


but I assume that will be done but seldom have time to follow up.  Maybe PLATO could 


release a list of non-payers for coordinators so we could follow up.  We have been in four 


different sites in last five years and the class is really on its own to find a spot.  Also, I am in 


two classes that rely on some handouts (i.e. timelines, etc. but can get very expensive.)  


Also, several presenters could use a workable OH projector. Frustrating.  


9. Assist course coordinators and trip leaders in assembling and disseminating background 


and reference materials to all enrollees.  


10. Because I am not very technically savvy, sometimes I miss or throw out emails. A paper 


copy of listings, though more expensive, would help me be better informed.  


11. Broader range of courses.  


12. By communicating with members via emails, newsletters. I have been a paid member for 4 


years and have never received an email.  


13. Change the sign up process for courses or clarify how it really works.  Why have the viewing 


event for the new courses if everyone signs up ahead of time?  The course I wanted was 


filled because I did not realize you should not wait for the actual sign up day.  Now, I 


register for the class I am interested in as soon as the list comes out.  This should be made 


clear to new members.  


14. Communicate with musicians, artists, scholars as to the best way to open up their 


specialties to people who are novices in their areas.  Cooperate with libraries to have info 


available for students to use.  A brief information announcement could be orally given at 


the best attended classes to encourage taking of new, exciting classes.  
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15. Communicating when things will happen, when dues are due and following up when not 


done. Improve contact with lapsed members so they are encouraged to come back. 


Continue sending materials so people will be reminded why they joined PLATO in the first 


place.  


16. Communicating with members - special events sends too many messages re trips.  Re 


classes, PLATO should make it clearer that classes can fill and members need to contact 


the coordinator ASAP.  Some members wait until the fall and spring preview, and by then 


some classes are closed.  PLATO doesn't do much in terms of providing resources.  In the 


past, PLATO used to cover some of the costs of handouts, etc - but it doesn't do that 


anymore.  


17. Continue to improve.   


18. Could improve process for annual membership renewal beyond general message on 


website.  I finally had to ask if I paid my annual dues because there was no targeted 


message to me specifically about dues payment.  


19. Course topics tend to be traditional and many do not change.  Promote a greater diversity 


of course offerings.  Work to find more space that is accessible and has AV capabilities.  


20. Course work tends to be more survey and not in-depth.  Seems to be too focused on ___?  


21. Courses are dependent on organizer's preferences not necessarily the preferences of 


membership. So, quality is generally good but also somewhat uneven.  


22. Creativity class did not provide any written handouts and not much creative ideas. Loved 


the movies picked in the international film series but would like more of a discussion 


afterwards.  


23. Depends on the presenter.   


24. Difficult to determine right topic: I like in-depth with lots of work outside class-others don't   


Managing Event Registration: great except for sought after events; members-especially 


long-term should have 1st chance ahead of guests. Can younger than 55 be guests? 


Please clarify for all members in the future. Accessible sights: I think Cap Lakes & Madison 


Sr. aren't accessible (crossing streets).  Most retirement homes work very well (probably 


best places) (ex. Oakwood) as well as churches, banks, etc. Very effective providing 


names of resources and references.    


25. Discontinue offering a majority of its classes at the senior center, where parking and 


facilities are not conducive to the best possible interaction. Put more emphasis on course 


development and less emphasis on entertainment, which is what a majority of the one-day 


events seem to be. At least, the bulk of the emails I get contain information re the "field 


trips".   


26. Don't know.  PLATO has a relaxed system of sign up and of becoming a member.  Often a 


class is full before I hear of it.  Regarding membership, could there be a period of intensive 


joining, and perhaps membership cards?  It is something everyone should do--no matter 


where they live.  It is very affordable.  


27. Easier access to programs. 


28. Email communication with information about courses being offered, facilitators for those 


courses and a general overview of content in a particular course.  


29. Email seems to be the major method of communication. I'd prefer to speak with a 


knowledgeable contact person for instant communication/answers.   


30. Emphasize the need for PLATO participants to access the various resources, references, 


web site, and e-mails that PLATO provides.  


31. Ensure attendees know if there will be accessibility/mobility challenges at an event.    
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32. Ensure that instructors actually have expertise in the topic being presented; ask instructors 


to keep group discussion on topic.  


33. Even the playing field by allowing equal access for all.   Assist the coordinators with 


duplicating and copyright questions.  


34. Event Registration software is 'buggy'.  


35. Expand and diversify course offerings.  Many are repeats.  Support those who want to 


teach a course for the first time.  


36. Expand its offering at Fitchburg Senior Center.  


37. Expand or promote auditing opportunities.  


38. Fewer classes downtown!  


39. Find real critical benefit of PLATO is that it's really its members who step up to have a group 


to cover subject they may feel group might want.  I don't feel this is a result of organization. 


It's a result of members eating out on their own to develop a course. 


40. Get more input for courses.  


41. Give a full description of the course, and anything helpful to know about the teacher, and 


let us have this information EARLIER!!!     You are giving me, in January, the schedule for a 


course that starts in January.  Just because I'm retired doesn't mean I don't need to plan 


ahead!  


42. Hard to say, since we are dependent on our own members to have the knowledge and 


willingness to offer diverse courses.  


43. Have a Facebook page, and recruit more facilitators to give a wider variety of courses,  


Also have room in the most popular courses, discouraging for people to read about a 


course and if it is full not be able to get into it.   Don't list it if there is no opening, less 


frustration.  


44. Have course registration done through the website.   


45. Have courses taught at university level with a lecturer, not the haphazard and uneven way 


at the moment. I no longer go to sessions that have multiple presenter/major class 


participation.  


46. Have more venues for classes. In the past, the communication between instructor & 


enrollees has been sporadic and clunky.   


47. Haven’t taken many courses so have no strong opinion on many of the questions.  


48. Historical global issues reviewed... without personal opinions and rather some course 


leaders with experience.   


49. Hold more classes on the North or East side of the city.  Don't force members to do 


presentations in order to attend a course.  


50. Hopefully more activities.  


51. How to take advantage - don't really know what that means or how PLATO is currently 


doing it.  


52. I am a new member and have not taken advantage of all that PLATO has to offer. It is 


mostly my fault.   


53. I am dependent on public transportation and sometimes find it hard to get to events.  


54. I am new to the program and live outside Madison. So far have not seen course listings that 


I would make a weekly drive for. I had some issues registering for a trip but did get it done.  


55. I am not sure if my rating of "somewhat effective" is my lack of experience at figuring out 


what is available.    
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56. I believe communication could be improved.  I find little direct communication, except 


from course facilitators, and often do not know of events till they have taken place.   


57. I can never remember what the dues year is.  It seems confusing.  I don't know if dues are 


pro-rated.  I think that info should be more available.    


58. I don’t know my way around Madison very well yet.  Directions and parking suggestions 


would help.  


59. I don't know--haven't worked on any of the committees for these.  


60. I don't quite understand this question.  The course director is at the mercy of the presenters 


in terms of handouts and other resources regarding their class.  PLATO doesn’t have a part 


in this....right?  


61. I erred in not commending and recommending more of the Milwaukee Repertory 


Quadracci and Steinke bus trip/tours.  Chicago doesn't work for me anymore--but I used to 


go to the plays in Milwaukee all the time.  Commend Bob Blitzke's work and the bus option.  


62. I had started one course that was severely oversubscribed, which made it very difficult to 


hear, to find a seat that wasn't almost half out of the room. Courses should have limits on 


them, and perhaps be offered more than one weekday if the people offering it are able. 


Also, sites downtown require paying for parking, which adds up fairly quickly. More sites in 


areas where there is free parking would be helpful.  


63. I have gotten ideas for reading materials, handouts from the instructor but nothing from 


PLATO so am not sure what or how you can improve.   


64. I have just not used anything in this area.  


65. I have little interest in plays/musicals and most tours are for that. I would like there to be 


more activities for other topics (but not sports as I have no interest of any kind about 


sports).   


66. I have no immediate suggestion.  


67. I have only taken one course so far so I may not have a very good perspective.  It seems, 


however, that greater standardization in course sign up and communications would be 


better.   


68. I have only taken one PLATO course so my responses are personal but may not be 


accurate for most members.  


69. I haven't seen many tours I am interested in.  


70. I hit the wrong choice and didn't mean to select "somewhat effective.   


71. I live on the east side and many of the classes that I am interested in are on the far west 


side.  More class offerings downtown would be much appreciated!  


72. I need to check the recent program before I comment on the sites convenient to my 


needs.  I have only recently rejoined PLATO, and as yet am not enrolled in any courses.  


73. I never seem to get a "reminder" to pay my dues!  I know that my email address is correct, 


as I regularly receive other notifications.  


74. I rated "providing resources/references..." low because PLATO has not developed the 


platforms, besides through course or event activity, that allow for this sharing among 


members.  


75. I think that price means a lot to people and more social activities etc.    


76. I was disappointed in the nonfiction writing class. Coordinator gave us assignment at times 


(tell her what computer software we used etc.) & then at next class, seemed to forget to 


discuss it. More emphasis on how to get published would help & she didn't give us a 


schedule listing subject week by week. For tours, more fun ones & less plays but can't afford 


to go usually anyway.  
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77. I would send resource references to members via e-mail before course meets.  


78. I'd appreciate some kind of billing system or reminder to pay dues - don't like to pay online.   


79. If possible, reduce the walking distance required from parking to class location. Capitol 


Lakes is a fine facility but parking in the ramp, walking to the building, walking to the 


elevator to reach the lower level & then walking down a long hall to reach the classroom 


was a bit difficult for me. The Senior Center is much easier for me to navigate.  


80. If the course leader isn't proficient in the topic, then have sessions where an expert in the 


field can give information and answer questions.   Give every person that's signed up for 


the course a book relating to the topic.  


81. I'm only saying that from my individual perspective there aren't a lot of courses that I'm 


compelled to sign up for.  I'm not drawn to participatory classes which appear to require 


"homework preparation".   I have enough reading and other activities so I'm not interested 


in adding more than the time demanded for attendance.  Of course I may change my 


mind if the course interests me and causes me to pursue finding out more.  


82. Improve enrollment procedures to reduce the ongoing problem of courses being full 


before the preview.  


83. In some courses several member presenters are more comfortable in using handouts and 


guides, which can be quite expensive, if such are more than a few pages, and/or want to 


use an overhead projector which PLATO only has one poor OH at the time.  Amazon, for 


example, sells very affordable OH projectors. As for handouts there may be no answer.  


84. In speaking to other members some say that they don't have many choices on the far East 


and North sides of Madison.  


85. It is really up to the individual instructor. Courses vary so there is not one size that fits all.   


86. It seems like college.  You come, listen and leave.  At the end of the course you know 


nobody.  There is very little back and forth discussion.    


87. It seems that most trips/tours are favorable for people with mobility issues.  


88. It was a number of screens ago, and I do not remember.  


89. It's difficult for me to get to some of the downtown locations.   


90. I've only taken one course so far, so don't feel I can really rate this.  


91. Keep most events within an hour of home and on weekdays. I love some of the Milwaukee 


plays offered this year but they are all on Sundays and we have a standing Sunday 


commitment.  Best things I have been to: Art Museum, International Crane Foundation and 


Wollersheim Winery.   


92. Less FAR west and south sites.  


93. Limited experience here -- only just started a PLATO class.  Lecture may not be the most 


effective way for me to learn.  Thought there would be readings online that would go 


along with class.  


94. Locate sites on either side of town that do not require a trip downtown where parking may 


be difficult and/or expensive.  


95. Location and transportation issue for me.  


96. Locations:  seemingly downtown/campus or west side.  Perhaps some east side 


opportunities. As for books and materials, having these provided isn't an expectation for 


me, so it doesn't matter that these are being delivered effectively.  


97. Make it easier to survey members on event choices.  


98. Make the more popular classes more accessible to members by adding more class times;  


More classes in the west Madison/Middleton area   
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99. Many coordinators do not bother to take attendance and don't seem to feel any need to 


suggest that participants join PLATO.  


100. Many PLATO members live in surrounding communities.  I am unable to access events in 


downtown Madison.  Would like to see Chicago trips to gardens, historical sites (Frank Lloyd 


Wright), White City tour, Chicago River, etc.  


101. Maybe, email reminder to those of us who forget to pay dues.  


102. Member communication needs to be by more than the long every-week emailed memo.  


I didn't get sign-up or enrollee information for the course I taught.  


103. More classes must be offered on the east side of our great city. Is there an east-west 


educational divide drawn invisibly along the isthmus? PLATO courses are not convenient 


for much of the Madison and surrounding population.  


104. More effective ways to enroll in classes with limited capacity, eg, single email resource thru 


PLATO office.  


105. More hand-holding of new people as to how to register for classes.  


106. More rigorous courses - reading lists.  


107. More sites on east side. Less favoritism.   


108. My interests are eclectic & current vs. historical so finding the right course topics for me is a 


hit &/or miss affair -courses offered at Capital Lakes or the Madison Senior Center are a 


hassle, so rarely partake. -I can't remember receiving references, etc. Usually I find my own 


resources thanks to the Internet.  


109. Need more sites with REALLY convenient parking for handicapped.   


110. Need stronger remainder to pay dues and a easier system.   


111. Not being real proficient with computer skills, I find it somewhat challenging to be aware of 


offerings and to respond. That's my fault but a reality.  


112. Not crazy about Capitol Lakes location for courses and events.  Parking in the ramp is a 


pain.  We were often shifted into a different room halfway through the class because they 


needed the room we were in.  I think they notified the teacher in advance but he forgot or 


didn't get the message.  


113. Not enough advertising to make new retirees aware of PLATO. I learned of it through word 


of mouth. Also, not sure new email information was utilized this year-I have not gotten as 


many email updates as in past years.  


114. Not interested in trips and other events.  Would be nice if organization could help in 


funding books and other resources for classes.  


115. Not sure how to manage folks who can never get into classes.  Some kind of guarantee 


first choice option next class? I tried to sign up for a class this semester and the instructor 


wasn't even keeping names of people who couldn't get in!  


116. Not sure.  Never sure when I have paid my own dues.  


117. Not sure. Haven't been a member long and have experienced only one course.  


118. Not sure. I probably need to school myself on going to the website, rather than just the 


weekly updates   


119. Offer more varied classes in Sun Prairie and Madison's east side.  


120. Parking difficult at Madison Senior Center yet so many classes and events occur there. 


Would like to see more at places such as Fluno Center, Oakwood or Attic Angels.   


121. Parking is often difficult in venues available to you.  Not sure there is a solution.    


122. Perhaps more outreach -- maybe emailing participants of that section re upcoming topics.  


123. Personally I don't need all the emails.   
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124. PLATO announcements are very busy--streamline communication.  


125. PLATO could be more cooperative in providing and /or paying for resource materials.  


Payment is often left to the coordinator to pay out of his/her own pocket.  


126. PLATO is a volunteer organization.  Frankly, I think it's important that it doesn't attempt to 


reach professional standards in its executive functions.  It operates at a "good enough" 


level, and that is where it should remain.  Those that want it to function as a professional 


organization or as a retirement university should ask themselves why they want that.  Is it for 


the sake of the organization, for folks who want PLATO as a substitute profession, to keep 


one engaged in life or for other internal reasons?  For most folks it's just a source for fun, 


friendships, and intellectual pursuits.   


127. PLATO seems to be entirely "decentralized" from the perspective that whatever courses or 


programs that are chosen (somehow?) to be presented for enrollment are offered with no 


particular integration dynamic where a larger cross section or mainstream membership 


then cannot exist. Group members are fractured into smaller segments or pockets of 


interest, and it is felt, as such, we are disenfranchised with the "whole" of the membership. 


How about a larger general meeting to discuss and survey topics, tours, classes and such? 


Monthly?  


128. Post signs in the lecture venues re: dues expectations & how to join.  


129. Potential courses are perhaps not always thoroughly investigated.  Some instructors do not 


provide a lot of background information --- but I realize they are unpaid volunteers.  


130. Provide clear explanations of all PLATO offers and how to take advantage of them.  


Although the sites are accessible, many are downtown and finding parking close to the 


sites is difficult.  Many of us can't walk several blocks to get to the sites.  


131. Provide guidance to instructors on teaching methodologies for adult learners.  


132. Provide handouts at each session with agenda and other data.   


133. Provide information on getting course texts along with the course information.  Reward 


courses that have course material available on e-readers (so I can read it!).  


134. Provide links to background and support materials.  Provide a more systematic approach 


to course topic.  Often the approach seems haphazard.  


135. Provide more support to individual courses.  


136. Provide resources like websites, books, or printed info.  


137. Provide summary handouts.  


138. Registration should not be conducted before the official registration date.  This is confusing 


and then rule followers are left out of the course they were waiting to register for.   


139. Right events--I think the heavy focus on plays could be shifted to include other options, 


especially art tours.  Invoicing and collections-I don't even know if the people attending 


my class are members and I think we perhaps should submit a class list so organization has 


better info about the numbers attending. I have found the class information submission to 


be cumbersome and the deadline SO far ahead that I'm not ready to be thoughtful about 


changes and I suspect someone interested in teaching may be discouraged by doing so.  


140. See #3 on previous page.  Advertise to minority groups, especially blacks: perhaps among 


other places in their churches.  The PLATO membership looks like a white people's club.  


Especially concerning is Madison's reputation as anti-black.  I hope we find a way to help 


improve that situation.  re: Q#4 below: Please don't computerize PLATO courses.  I, like 


many I suppose, enjoy the person-to-person contacts.  


141. Selecting sites with parking availability is important.   Many are centralized, but require 


going into big traffic area.  
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142. Senior center dominates location choices, probably need to look for locations on all sides 


of Madison, need to cover larger geographic area than central city.  


143. Several interesting courses are located on the west side of Madison... perhaps more could 


be located on the east side?  


144. Sites -Designing courses -Providing resources: Emphasize courses with interactive learning, 


such as member presentations, rather than passive listening or unresearched opinions. 


Give tips on research methods. Q#5 comment: I've got The Great Courses for that (viewing 


recorded video).  


145. Sites for courses: You're doing fine by me, but the East side members may need more help 


getting sites and courses closer to home. Course delivery: Some courses have clique-ish 


followings who tend to hog the enrollment. Maybe run additional sessions.  


146. Some confusion about how to register for some courses - some say one must contact the 


course coordinator rather than using the regular registration process.  


147. Some courses are very popular and are full by the time general membership is aware of 


the class.  This issue needs to be looked at.  


148. Some of the popular courses could use bigger rooms.  


149. Sometimes it appears that the courses are in areas that are difficult to access for senior 


citizens.  


150. Sometimes the person teaching is not very skillful or has passed their prime.  


151. Somewhat difficult to find information on courses.  Not enough info provided.  


152. Tailor billings to individuals, and hold checks if payments made in advance.  


153. The current courses are good but perhaps a larger variety.  More learning opportunities.   


154. The history class is aging out. We have many participants who find presenting 


unreasonable. We need help in expanding the number of younger classmates.   


155. The initial contact is the course catalog and it can be difficult to use for newbies.  Once 


you find your niche though that issue becomes less relevant.  Indexing the catalog and 


having information about the age of the course and how many usually attend.  


156. The materials, course work, etc. depend on the individual instructor.  


157. The selection of class resources is highly dependent on individual course 


coordinators/instructors, as must be. Some do a great job of that; others less so. I'm not sure 


what can be done to improve this in order to make the selected resources uniformly high 


quality, but it is an issue.  


158. The website is not a fully inviting way of publicizing courses.  A written catalogue would be 


nice, or perhaps a supplement to Persimmon, as was done in the past.   Some course sites 


are difficult or inaccessible for people without cars. I realize there are space problems, but 


it would be nice to have more courses centrally located.     


159. There could be better communication via email from coordinators.  Some appear 


unprepared to do so, although many make up for it by providing valuable printed material 


in the classroom.  Time will remedy this--for both instructors and class members.  The next 


generation will be more computer savvy. It would also be helpful if every coordinator 


made a list of members and their email addresses available to all in class. The Board is 


doing a good job via the PLATO website, but members need perhaps to be given more 


encouragement to access it.  I can only judge those classes I have taken.  


160. There is no "right" time for everybody - thus when an event is offered doesn't always work.  It 


is sometimes unclear whether preregistration is necessary for courses - possibly because the 


popularity of a given course is uncertain until the course starts.  
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161. There needs to be a single way to register that takes into account human access to 


teachers and prospective participants.  I do NOT like the current format of Preview.  And I 


have reservations about what can be done effectively on the website.  The Curriculum 


Committee has discussed NOT allowing coordinators to permit the same participants in 


their classes semester after semester.  Nothing has come of that.  


162. They could help facilitators to make their courses more effective. I was in 2 courses and 


one was fabulous, the other was very poorly run.   


163. This is my first year taking PLATO courses so far everything is a bit more casual than I 


thought they would be. I am enjoying the course I am taking now (Roots Music) but I 


expected more directed work between classes. I am experienced enough with internet 


searches and YouTube to investigate on my own but direction would be appreciated.    


164. Tighter focus on the subject. For example, Current Events is and needs to be flexible 


enough to respond to breaking issues but could use more focus.  


165. To my knowledge PLATO does not provide resources for our classes.   We were told we 


have to print our handouts at our own expense.  


166. Tour a greater variety of sites/events. Currently have lots of theater, not much history or 


natural areas.  


167. Try to find people who want to talk about history, archaeology, or general culture of 


ancient or at least overseas places.  I am interested in factual information, not literature.  


Some of the great courses cover these sorts of things, but those don't allow questions 


during the recorded lectures.  


168. Unfortunately many of the lectures or classes are on the far west side which means I would 


have to take 2 buses to get there and I just cannot justify that.  I do not own a car.  I do not 


have friends on the east side who would go to the same classes I would like to go.    I do 


appreciate the classes and/or lectures held at Capital Lakes.  


169. Using more web-based information would improve the courses, as well as having 


audio/visual equipment at course locations.   


170. Very difficult to park at Space Place mall.  (Science course)  


171. We can do a better job of matching courses to member interests, and in recruiting new 


courses and coordinators.  


172. We live in Sun Prairie and would be interested in a few more courses located on the east 


side of Madison.   


173. We need more courses on the west side with decent parking.  Too many classes downtown 


- traveling and parking there are a pain, so I don't go to those.  I take the classes where 


attendees volunteer to give presentations.  Some are more effective than others, and 


handouts are paid for by members.  This could affect the length of the handouts, which 


might make them less effective.  Would PLATO consider reimbursing for black/white 


handouts?  Even if you picked a set rate, it would help.  


174. When I joined as a member, I owe you all my year’s membership and no one has 


reminded me. Anyway, i was looking forward to facilitating a course or given my 20 years’ 


experience overseas sharing some of that experience, but I could never figure out how to 


get involved. PLATO should have members submit their CVs and seek out new people to 


get more engaged.   


175. Why are responses skewed to be so negative? Some things done very well, a few could 


improve--for example, actually monitor courses or have some evaluation system apart 


from just attendance. Why is there no avenue to praise the excellent things being done? 


One of the best is the people emphasis on the part of the leaders of courses and leader of 
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tours, who have done a superb job of communicating with the PLATO membership by 


email.  


176. Wish there could be a west side version of International Film -just selfish.  


177. Without naming names, the leaders in a couple of courses I took did not seem as prepared 


as others.  I know it is an all-volunteer group of leaders, but perhaps some leadership 


training would be good.   


178. Would like a broader set of courses.   


179. Would like to see more course offerings on the west side.  


180. You are too large - divide the group into areas of city and have small groups selecting their 


own topic.  
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Appendix B – Actions to Fulfill Member 


Reasons for Joining PLATO 


Given your response to question #1, what could PLATO do to enable you to fully 


realize your reasons for joining PLATO? 


1. "I want to lead a group but may need additional skills to be effective, including modern 


presentation equipment use, group management and direct teaching skills" workshops.  A 


workshop on bringing new members in and making them feel at home.  


2. 1. Perhaps offer classes like basic physics, astronomy or meteorology to us non-scientific 


learners. 2. Sociology exploring the why and how we may participate in helping children 


and families that struggle with learning, education and why it's important.    


3. Actually the answer to question #1 is really two answers:  both to continue my own learning 


and to meet people.   I cannot think of a thing PLATO could do to enhance the 


experience of learning and meeting people.  


4. Add courses on financial planning with new material/speakers.  


5. All is fine now. 


6. Already offer a good array of choices.    


7. Although I am interested in many of the classes, it is sometimes difficult to make the time 


commitment required to fully participate.  Some classes that run for 2-3 weeks on a narrow 


subject such as current topic or legislative issue.    


8. Although my lifelong interest has been in Public Policy, I have been taking mainly literature 


classes in PLATO and enjoying them greatly.  I love the midwinter History classes.  Would like 


to participate in a history class during regular term.  


9. Arrange for or offer more Learned Speakers on current cultural issues, e.g. the progressive 


agenda, black lives matter, deteriorating K-12 educational outcomes.  


10. As I get older, I've become unwilling to take any classes that are downtown.  Also, find that 


I want to hear talks from experts in their fields.  Trips offered are a real bonus!  


11. As I have only been a member of PLATO for a little over a year, I have not been able to 


take advantage of all the current offerings. As such, I am not in a position to suggest 


additional activities.   


12. Be sure there is an educational component to events and activities - not just 


entertainment.  


13. Be sure to have good courses in summer when I'm in WI.  


14. Better quality control of course content and presentations--many are outstanding, a few 


have not been carried out effectively--does anyone review the course content or sit in to 


monitor the courses at all? Maybe have some kind of evaluation system?  


15. Bold lettered name tags for each person and ask that name tags be collected so the 


facilitator can hand them out every time. PLEASE ask leaders to PRINT a list of all class 


members' email addresses. Go for coffee together.    


16. Bring in some non-PLATO community leaders from politics, business, etc to discuss their own 


issues & problems in Madison.  


17. Broaden course offerings and use non-members to conduct; consider some shorter 4 week 


mini courses similar to what is offered by DCS.  
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18. Classes seem to fill quickly with repeat students blocking out new students.   


19. Consider more offerings during the summer. Try to locate programs near sufficient parking.  


20. Continue as it has done for the past many years. 


21. Continue as they have been doing. 


22. Continue current bus tours, classes and special events.  Partner with other organizations to 


jointly sponsor noted speakers or events.  


23. Continue fine work as it is presently constituted. 


24. Continue hosting trips to events, tourist spots, plays, etc.  


25. Continue its offerings: classes, events and outings. 


26. Continue offering a variety of classes and field trips.   


27. Continue offering a wide range of courses providing diverse topics.  


28. Continue offering a wide variety of learning experiences.  


29. Continue offering courses & opportunities to attend plays, etc.  


30. Continue offering courses and discussions.  


31. Continue offering courses as it has done.  


32. Continue offering field trips and classes.  


33. Continue offering great courses.  


34. Continue offering interesting classes and provide them in a central location...many are too 


far to be inclusive for people coming from east of Madison.  


35. Continue offering quality courses.  


36. Continue offering rich array of learning opportunities. 


37. Continue offering the great opportunities PLATO does now.   


38. Continue offering the variety of courses and events it currently offers but also adding more 


opportunities for post-class informal discussions.  


39. Continue own learning & meet interested &interesting people.  Earlier fluent in several 


languages, Hebrew, Italian, Dutch, (Spanish, Yiddish some) like ways continue using 


languages. Genealogy sessions, had few but I had conflicts when they were scheduled.  


40. Continue sponsoring courses on subjects such as world history, art, science.  


41. Continue the fine work being done.  


42. Continue the support given by folks like you and others that enriches so many PLATO 


members' lives.  Thanks for your efforts to keep a really stimulating organization moving 


forward.  


43. Continue to add new and exciting courses.  


44. Continue to add new and interesting course options.  


45. Continue to ask me and encourage members to lead discussions even though they may 


not be an expert.   


46. Continue to broaden the range of learning opportunities.  


47. Continue to communicate through email.  Reminders of course offerings and field trips are 


very useful to me.  It keeps PLATO in my planning horizon.  


48. Continue to develop new courses on topics that are important Madison/Dane/Wisconsin 


and have a social component to them: Social gathering following class, participatory class 


structure, topics such as Prison population in Wisc., topics related to the Big Read, etc.  
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49. Continue to do things as they are...I would take more classes if some were at a more 


convenient place; not have to cross a road, not have to park in a parking ramp then have 


to cross a street.  


50. Continue to do what you are doing.  Maybe offer more courses that don't require a lot of 


reading or leading a session.  


51. Continue to facilitate classes and tours. 


52. Continue to grow excellent course offerings in a variety of venues and schedules.  


53. Continue to have classes in history, art, culture, issues, etc.  


54. Continue to increase offerings of classes and trips.  


55. Continue to offer a variety of classes at a variety of times/days of the week.  


56. Continue to offer a variety of courses, single/double events, and bus tours.   


57. Continue to offer a variety of challenging and interesting course topics!  


58. Continue to offer a wide array of participatory learning opportunities.  


59. Continue to offer a wide range of courses.  


60. Continue to offer a wide variety and choice of subjects.    


61. Continue to offer a wide variety of classes.  


62. Continue to offer a wide variety of classes.   


63. Continue to offer a wide variety of courses.  


64. Continue to offer an excellent array of events and classes.  


65. Continue to offer classes in a wide range of specialties, drawing from the rich expertise 


that resides in the Madison area.  


66. Continue to offer classes of high quality and interest.  


67. Continue to offer community outings that I may not access on my own such as the 


grounds tour at Epic or around campus.    


68. Continue to offer courses in history and art appreciation.  


69. Continue to offer diverse topics at convenient times.   


70. Continue to offer forums for a variety of topics based on members' interests.  


71. Continue to offer interesting classes that would appeal to a broad spectrum of individuals.   


72. Continue to offer interesting courses.  


73. Continue to offer interesting courses.  


74. Continue to offer interesting learning opportunities.  


75. Continue to offer learning opportunities about current concerns like climate change (In 


pursuit of a sustainable planet) and the effects of political choices ( Wither the Stare), and 


other subjects that impact our lives.  


76. Continue to offer lectures in local setting.   


77. Continue to offer NEW and different courses.  


78. Continue to offer new relevant courses of study, adapting to new areas of research or 


knowledge. As an example, a course on the study of new hominids or other archeological 


findings.   


79. Continue to offer programs on a variety of topics.  


80. Continue to offer quality classes, and expand topics when possible.  


81. Continue to offer stimulating and interesting courses and activities.  
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82. Continue to offer the diversity of classes each semester.  


83. Continue to offer the great classes and be willing to add more.  


84. Continue to offer the great lectures & theater experiences that it does now!!  


85. Continue to offer varied and interesting courses.  


86. Continue to operate in the same manner.  


87. Continue to provide a good variety of high quality programs during the year.  


88. Continue to provide current financial market information related to seniors.  


89. Continue to provide high quality courses.  


90. Continue to provide information and opportunity for engagement.   


91. Continue to provide intellectually challenging courses.  


92. Continue to provide opportunities for courses and events. I selected "to stay engaged" but 


it was a tie with continuing my own learning so that is very important. To offer diverse types 


of opportunities.  


93. Continue to sponsor interesting classes, lectures, trips and to keep us informed of other 


groups’ similar efforts.  


94. Continue to support self-directed groups.  


95. Continue to welcome experimentation and innovation in the design of new Special Events.  


96. Continue what it does.  


97. Continue what you have done---offering an interesting varied selection of topics in 


different formats---discussion, participatory, lectures.  


98. Continue with a variety of subject matters.  


99. Continue with one shot programs, lectures, experiences, trips.  


100. Continue with the diverse set of offerings - a set of offerings that is staying the same and 


also changing.  


101. Continue with the great course offerings.  


102. Continue with the level of interesting presentations. 


103. Continue...  


104. Could have a little more time in the first few sessions of a course to get to know each other.  


105. Courses in lecture style at university level not the random way they are currently.   


106. Develop an array of interesting new courses, in a way that does not duplicate other 


organizations - focus on informal, participatory discussion rather than sage on the stage.  


107. Develop more classes in the Arts.   


108. Develop more opportunities such as the summer coffee gather.  


109. Do more of the same. 


110. Doing a good job, I think.  


111. Doing well.  


112. Don't know. 


113. Don't know.  


114. Don't know. Other than the theater trips, have only taken 2 classes... And dropped one, 


after first class day.  (Leader did not have good control over group, and allowed a couple 


attendees to dominate air time).  
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115. Encourage more people to join committees.  


116. Expand class offerings.  Consider a few service oriented offerings where volunteers interact 


on a regular basis and give PLATO a larger face in the community.  


117. Expand course offerings.   


118. Expand range of classes.  Run more short programs like the ones earlier this year. Perhaps 


short program, 2 or 3 meetings, could be used as a way to see if one liked the program 


and then sign up for a longer one.  


119. Expand to neighboring towns.  


120. Expand variety of courses.  


121. For me the first four have equal weight. I have given several presentations and may do 


more. Items 3 & 4 have equal and similar value for me. Continuing to learn is a lifetime 


objective. One thing that would improve PLATO is to encourage more class participation.  


122. Given that we travel a lot, PLATO is doing just fine for me at the moment.  


123. Greater variety of classes.  


124. Happy as is.  


125. Have a diverse set of course offerings.  


126. Have a seminar on how color impacts us physically, psychologically and emotionally 


beyond its esthetic value.  


127. Have a variety of experiences and activities that I can participate in.  


128. Have fewer classes in “bad" west side areas.  Have less "ego" related leaders.  


129. Have more art classes and photography classes....more affordable trips.   


130. Have more classes at locations that do not require a trip downtown.  


131. Have more classes held on the North or East side of the city.  


132. Have more classes organized to meet on the east side of Madison. The northeast quadrant 


where we live is full of retired individuals who are mostly clueless about PLATO and its 


programs. The organization seems to ignore east of campus.   


133. Have more classes that are not already filled.  


134. Have more general and social events.  I don't go to the classes.  When I want to learn in 


depth about a specific topic, I prefer learning on my own through reading books and 


Internet searches rather than a classroom setting.  


135. Have more programs on the east or north side of town.  


136. Have the organization as a whole have events with break-outs into smaller randomly 


chosen work groups.  


137. Help class leaders find and FUND appropriate meeting places for classes.  We need 


Madison locations with parking and equipment for presentations.  Start with budgeting for 


classes and appropriate sites.  Additional income can then be used for your other projects.  


138. Help me to connect more with others.  


139. Help recruit students better! Without a class, no learning or teaching is possible!   


140. Here's an 'out of the box' idea - what if classes were to combine occasionally.  Say the 


Biography class combines with the Jazz class - one hour devoted to a jazz bio and the 


other half music from that musician?  


141. History course focusing on Asia.  


142. Hold classes on topics that interest me.  
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143. Hopefully continue to offer a variety of classes at various locations; for me in particular, on 


the far east side, with convenient parking.  More short or one-time classes would be easier 


to fit in schedule than full semesters.  


144. Hoping for interesting expeditions to explore the state not too far from Madison.  


145. I am a very new member pf PLATO, so all the offerings are worth my perusal.  Please 


continue your offering of such a wide variety of programs.  


146. I am interested in history, so I would like more history courses.  I love the class I am taking 


from Professor Risjord.  


147. I am quite satisfied with PLATO as is - do not have any further suggestions.  


148. I am satisfied with offerings and still have many to choose from.  


149. I am too far away to take advantage of most classes, so enjoy the interesting day trips 


which allow me to learn many varied topics. One terrific example was the sail on the Tall 


Ships...couldn't have done it without PLATO.  


150. I am very happy with PLATO.  I have made some wonderful friends through committee 


work and am dedicated to my courses.  


151. I cannot offer any reason further than what is already being done.  I feel fully informed 


before any event is presented.  


152. I cannot think of anything you can do that you are not already doing.  Classes are 


engaging and interesting.  All I meet are interested and interesting.  Many become friends 


beyond PLATO.  And I stay engaged with and life.  


153. I can't think of any improvements.  


154. I could have checked all of those above. I haven't belonged long, so I do not feel very 


knowledgeable about this question. More ways to include more events or classes that 


feature the community's diverse populations might help.   


155. I don't know what else PLATO could do to improve its trips.  It already does a great job.  


156. I enjoy PLATO's offerings. I always find a. class or two that interests me and provides 


intellectual stimulation.   


157. I enjoy sharing knowledge and experiences with others. Also I am often surprised by the 


limits of my knowledge.   


158. I enjoy the knowledge we receive with the International Films and Travel and have been 


on a committee a few years.  I have enjoyed a few bus trips.  Since I still have my home, 


yard and some church and other volunteering during the week plus other volunteering 


and commitments, it fills my calendar now.  


159. I feel I have fully realized my goal. When attractive courses appear on the scene I will take 


them.  


160. I find that PLATO has sufficient breadth of offerings to challenge me and provide the 


means to satisfy my curiosity. My primary focus is science but I also enjoy the arts and 


humanities.  


161. I have been happy with the courses and field trips that I have participated in. I don't have 


any suggestions for change.  


162. I have just joined PLATO and so far it is satisfying my need to continue with lifelong learning.  


163. I have not participated in the courses offered because I have enrolled in MATC in the past; 


cancelled any courses that I had an interest in.  


164. I have two problems that interfere with participating in PLATO.  I have mobility problems 


and fatigue problems.  I'm not sure PLATO can do anything about these.  
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165. I hopefully will be able to attend some of the activities through PLATO but am now not 


able to, due to being a full time caregiver for my 95 year old mother.  


166. I joined because of friends who are already members. Have continued mostly because of 


theater options but may take a class this spring.  


167. I just joined PLATO and took my first class this fall.  All I can say in response to this question is 


that PLATO can continue to offer interesting, stimulating classes like the one I took (Whither 


the State).  


168. I just joined PLATO this month, have not attended anything yet, so I don't really have any 


response to this question at this time.  I'm just exploring out of curiosity to see if this is 


potentially something of interest.  


169. I just participated for the first time last fall. It's too soon for me to say.  


170. I like what you do now.  


171. I love the field trips.  


172. I no longer am a member because I did not find enough classes of interest in my area of 


town. I took the history class twice at Oakwood because of that.    


173. I only recently joined so have not attended much yet. 


174. I prefer courses where I do not do much work besides outside reading.  I do not want to 


lead discussions.  I liked the American History course, so, I'd like more like the U.S. history 


course.  


175. I prefer not to answer. 


176. I really don't know.  You go to class and then you leave and you don't meet anyone.    


177. I really need more computer know-how as to posting photos on Facebook and how to 


maybe retract something.    


178. I should go to one of the lunches before a global lecture, but haven't for several reasons--


topic of little interest, conflict, lack of $ to do it & not being sure if I'd fit it with others who 


come anyway.  


179. i signed up with PLATO to take My Drugs course in Verona.  It's a good course, I'm enjoying 


it.  I haven't looked at anything else - PLATO is new to me.  


180. I take American history course taught by Risjord from 1 to 3 pm on Thursday. Sometimes I 


take another course in morning to make drive from Lodi worthwhile. Also, I submit poetry, 


fiction, nonfiction, photography and art to The Agora.   


181. I think a new member packet is needed.  It should detail what PLATO offers, how to sign up 


for offerings, a schedule of offerings, and how to go about offering a class.  


182. I think there are many opportunities offered==more than I can take advantage of. 


183. I think PLATO is a great organization and I can't think of any improvement ideas!  


184. I think PLATO is doing a fine job.   


185. I think that PLATO does much now.  The Previews are nice and well attended. Maybe an 


annual picnic would be useful but for now I think the courses I take emphasize interactions 


of class members with a social break.  


186. I think they are doing a good job, providing a variety of courses and learning opportunities, 


could still increase additional diverse learning opportunities, mainly in the cross cultural 


areas.  Cross Cultural areas coverage in all areas is sorely lacking.   


187. I think they're doing a good job.  


188. I think you already do a good job of offering diverse and interesting options.  
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189. I think you have -- and are providing activity.  


190. I would be very interested in some of the trip offerings, but feel awkward going as a single 


person. It would be nice to find a way to connect with others who are also travelling as a 


single.  


191. I'd like more history and especially art history.  


192. I'd like more theater and art events in the immediate Madison area.  


193. I'd like to have a tour of some of Madison's assets:  Historic Society, Memorial Library, Civil 


War sites, etc.  The first two are resources and I'd like to know how to use them.  


194. I'd like to see more courses offered on political issues and very serious learning 


opportunities.  


195. I'm satisfied with the current offerings.  


196. I'm a retired faculty person and love to learn and teach.   


197. I'm happy with my room #3 at the senior center downtown.  


198. I'm happy with what you're doing now.  


199. I'm not sure - I know it is really hard to meet new people (for me anyway).  


200. I'm satisfied with most of what's done at present. I do think it would be helpful if the 


members' directory were printed, at least for coordinators. Perhaps there could be more 


purely social occasions for coordinators.  


201. In my own case, I would like to become more involved in PLATO, but have found that 


somewhat difficult as the opportunities and the ways to become more engaged are not 


very well presented.  


202. Increase opportunities by offering popular classes in larger site or second time.  


203. Increase the number of locations available for classes to include more on the near east 


and west sides of Madison.  That is, away from downtown.  


204. It is already doing this well.  There might be additional courses designed to engage active 


participation and exchange of ideas (as opposed to primarily lectures, but these are also 


of value and shouldn't be diminished).  


205. It is doing a fine job.  


206. It is doing a great job.    


207. It is doing an amazing job of meeting my needs.   


208. It pretty much does what I want it to do by offering a wide range of classes to choose 


from.  


209. It really is up to me to make the effort to attend various events.  


210. It’s great the way it is right now except I have heard that some people couldn't get into 


the classes they wanted.  


211. It's just fine as is.  


212. It's OK.  


213. I've just joined and don't know enough about all of what PLATO does so I can't really 


answer this.  


214. I've just recently joined PLATO.  I really appreciate the courses and field trips.  I am 


especially interested in the humanities and fine arts.  


215. Joining a committee—travel with PLATO.   


216. Just keep doing what you have been doing.  
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217. Keep doing the same.  


218. Keep doing what it/we already do.  


219. Keep doing what it's doing.  


220. Keep doing what you are doing.  


221. Keep doing what you've been doing.  


222. Keep expanding course choices.  


223. Keep offering a variety of topics.   


224. Keep offering a variety of classes that would draw members in.  


225. Keep offering a variety of learning opportunities on various days.  


226. Keep offering a wide variety of topics, particularly if they meet on the west side.  


227. Keep offering classes and field trips.   


228. Keep offering fun outings.  


229. Keep offering high quality music offerings.  


230. Keep offering interesting and available groups.    


231. Keep offering interesting thing to do, places to go and interesting and informative 


programs.  


232. Keep offering literature and history classes.  


233. Keep offering these incredible classes!  


234. Keep offering wide variety of 'courses' and activities.  


235. Keep on doing what they are doing.  


236. Keep on offering such great classes.  


237. Keep PLATO as it is while expanding its offerings.  


238. Keep the film courses going.  And run good trips where walking is minor.  


239. Keep up the good work.  


240. Limitation of options to #1 precludes a meaningful answer to this question.  


241. Long distance learning as I live in La Crosse.  I like the idea of travel to Milwaukee plays but 


it has been a hectic year.    


242. Looks like you are doing a great job.  Just seem to have conflicts on many of the times.  


Great way to stay engaged.  


243. Make a concerted effort to encourage people of color to join PLATO.  


244. Make it easier to get into the classes that seem to fill up with the same people 


participating.  It’s tough to break into a new class.  


245. Make me more assertive and friendly.  


246. Make us aware of free or low-cost learning at the University.  


247. Many of the opportunities include transportation; I would appreciate an automatic option 


that did not include this as my husband and I often want to stay longer, or have scheduling 


restraints.  We are still willing to pay to attend.  


248. Maybe some interest groups? I would be interested in hiking, camping, birdwatching, 


nature lectures, kayaking, exercise classes, gardening, introductory light sports (the key 


thing is introductory).   


249. More classes and outings.  
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250. More classes on the SW side. Downtown Madison impossible to access. More field trips --


really great to attend curated events. Consider members with mobility issues.  


251. More classes related to arts and culture.  Also some evening classes would be great. My 


daytime schedule is pretty tight.   


252. More classes.  


253. More courses.  


254. More courses and more varied subject matter.  


255. More courses.  Different courses.  Not sure what subjects would be of interest.  


256. More current and diverse topics.  


257. More diversity in classes.  


258. More field trips  


259. More fully support the classes that they offer.  It seems like each class is on its own with no 


support from PLATO.  


260. More gatherings just to socialize.  Like the coffee gatherings at the Union in the summer.  


261. More lectures and educational field trips.  E.g., I'd like to tour a recycling plant sometime.  


And some Madison area growth companies to learn what they are doing.  


262. More locations on east side.  


263. More offerings that don't require homework between 'class" sessions, more presentations 


(don't need to be "live" with discussion afterwards).  


264. More outings, such as food and gardening.   


265. More road trips, restaurant meetings, greater variety of class offerings.  


266. More science-based courses along the model of "Frontiers in Life Sciences", a current 


PLATO course.  


267. More social activities; e.g. lunches or Happy Hours.  


268. More stand-alone lectures combined with opportunity for social interaction. Fewer 


presentations about insurance, avoiding scams and other topics of this nature.   


269. More trips - weekend in Chicago.  


270. More variety in courses.  PLATO's dependence on volunteers is good, but cannot offer a 


class unless someone volunteers to coordinate it.  


271. Most of the lecture subjects are ones I'm not interested in.  More variety in history would be 


good.  


272. Most sessions I try to sign up for are full.  Solicit members for topics annually.  If you have to 


charge a fee you should.  


273. Must say my reason for joining Plato is to simply take advantage of opportunity to learn 


and be involved. Of course meeting interesting and interested people is a benefit that just 


happens.  Selecting courses is crucial to how one learns.     


274. My interest is in the sciences so would appreciate more scientifically oriented courses.  


275. My interests are film and literature. Current offerings are sufficient, but more would be 


welcome.  


276. My main interest in joining PLATO was to attend field trips and productions.   


277. My wife and I have just joined PLATO in the past month, so we have no history with the 


organization, nor have we looked at programming in the past before 2016.  But we like 


what we've seen.  
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278. N/A  


279. N/A 


280. New to PLATO so do not feel I can answer this question.  


281. No comment. I think that PLATO is providing opportunities for me to realize my reasons for 


being a PLATO member.   


282. No suggestions.  


283. None, all easily accessible and many choices. 


284. Not sure.  


285. Not sure.  


286. Not sure.   Do keep up your communication with members via email. That is invaluable to 


keep members informed of upcoming events.   


287. Not sure. Recently moved to a senior community where there are learning opportunities.  


288. Not sure. When my retired life volunteer activities slow down I will want to use PLATO’s 


programs more so I am supporting them now.   


289. Nothing.  


290. Nothing more.  


291. Nothing more than what PLATO is doing already.  


292. Nothing more than what they are doing currently.   


293. Nothing more that I can think of. I need more hours in my day to actively participate in 


PLATO's meaningful offerings.  


294. Nothing other than they are now doing.  


295. Nothing specific at this time, possibly expanding course possibilities.  


296. Nothing.    


297. Nothing. By now it has mostly to do with my health.     


298. Nothing-completely satisfied with the wonderful array of programs offered.  


299. Nothing--the options are there. It is my job to exploit them.  


300. Offer a broader range of classes.  


301. Offer a diversity of courses.  


302. Offer access to hobby learning & development from third parties. 


303. Offer as a wide a variety of classes and experiences as possible.    


304. Offer classes in the Sun Prairie area.  


305. Offer classes on subjects such as history, sciences, and literature.  


306. Offer courses and activities that interest me; including practical skills development, like 


managing digital photos.   


307. Offer courses with less high-brow content.  Often content seems very esoteric, i.e., 2 or 3 


novels (often by males) I have never ever heard of (and I read a lot), or 5 plays way out 


there.  


308. Offer interesting subjects by fascinating speakers. 


309. Offer introduction to world literature, keep continuing philosophy.   


310. Offer learning experiences and keep us informed of other organizations doing the same.  


311. Offer more activities for individuals who work M-F.  
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312. Offer more choices of classes, especially in Sun Prairie and the east side of Madison.  


313. Offer more classes on the West Side.  


314. Offer more courses that can accommodate more people. I was not able to take a course I 


really wanted to because it was full.  


315. Offer more courses.  


316. Offer more lectures.  


317. Offer more musicals and ballets in Milwaukee or Chicago. 


318. Offer more programs at Fitchburg senior center.  


319. Offer more science courses. 


320. Offer opportunities for learning.  


321. Offer programs in a variety of areas taught or facilitated by experts.  


322. Offer quality programs in the classroom as well as theater, museum and music-focused bus 


trips.  


323. Offer sessions on the East side of Madison.  Offer more art appreciation and literature 


discussion groups.  


324. Offer social events for PLATO members several times throughout the year.  


325. Offer some classes that meet over the noon hour - like a "brown Bag" seminar or 


something.   


326. Offer some volunteer opportunities.  


327. Offered only one choice, I selected the first option.  To be consistent I guess my expanded 


comment here is that PLATO should continue to offer a diverse curriculum and different 


styles of delivery and engagement.    


328. Organize more gatherings like the kaffee klatsch.  


329. Other's expertise.  


330. Perfect now for me.  


331. Perhaps add some new subjects.  


332. Perhaps expand the number of primary social activities.  


333. Perhaps find out more specifically what kinds of trips/theater/art/class subjects members 


would like.  


334. Perhaps more variety in time and days in the schedule.  For example, many field trips are 


on Wednesdays and Sundays.  Maybe more late afternoon or early evening classes in 


parking- friendly places.  


335. Perhaps offer more activities on weekend days, as I still work full-time.  


336. PLATO (leadership) needs to be more open to and provide more various and alternate 


ways of teaching and learning than through the methods now in place. It also needs to 


offer more diversity in its course offerings.  


337. PLATO already meets my learning needs.  


338. PLATO has done an excellent job with its variety of learning options.  Just sorry I can't go to 


more of them.  


339. PLATO has done it already...I lead a group that listens and provides feedback. It couldn't 


be better.  


340. PLATO is a great opportunity to connect with people who can exchange ideas.  
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341. PLATO is already doing a great job at this. Perhaps a few programs could be added that 


only require a 4 week commitment.  It's not always easy to commit to a full semester.  It 


may also attract more presenters.  


342. PLATO is already doing what I want.  I am on the Curriculum Committee, have taught a 


PLATO course and will teach others, and have been in the Continuing Philosophy course 


for two years now.  Opportunities are there.  


343. PLATO is currently meeting that need.  


344. PLATO is doing a commendable job of recruiting. Bob Blitzki is doing a fantastic job with 


bus trips.   


345. PLATO is doing a great job on this. There is a wide variety of opportunities to engage in 


learning and socializing. I have enjoyed both classes and tours, but have yet to take 


advantage of all social opportunities.  


346. PLATO is doing just fine in organizing travel experiences.  


347. PLATO is offering more than enough currently.  


348. PLATO offers a very interesting array of courses and events. I have enjoyed those that I 


have participated in.  


349. PLATO provides a variety of experiences to choose from.  I feel blessed to be part of the 


organization. I have no suggestions at this point.  I am a new member.  


350. PLATO is doing fine job now  


351. Please continue to offer challenging choices for members to increase their knowledge in a 


diverse and changing world.  You do a good job in this area, please continue this method 


of operating to a large membership. Ever-changing membership.  


352. Programs on science, anthropology, health issues etc. would be very interesting to me.  


353. Programs PLATO holds.  


354. Provide a wider variety of topics for classes.   


355. Provide ample opportunities for members to get involved in the various parts of the 


organization’s activities.  


356. Provide classes and platforms that provide education and cultural understanding.   


357. Provide more classes like the one on John Muir and Aldo Leopold this fall. Classes in 


environmental history, various aspects of Wisconsin environmentalism and environments, as 


well as classes in effective environmental advocacy statewide would be most welcome!  


358. Provide more social opportunities to meet other members.  


359. Provide social time before some class periods.   


360. Publish names of members participating in events.  Hold more get-to-know you social 


gatherings.  Sponsor more classes which are 2-3 sessions.  


361. Really, I have no suggestions, because every PLATO class I have taken has been good!  


362. Recruit more people my age, not enough baby boomers.  We should way outnumber the 


original members by now and we don't.  Meeting very many nice people but not many in 


the 55-65 age group.  


363. Right now I'm fairly satisfied with the way my needs are met.  Excellent lectures, bus and 


field trips.  Would like to have more exposure to archelogy, more science related course 


offerings and hands on learning, i.e. pottery, drawing, etc.   


364. Right now, I just take advantage of the Spring and Fall programs. They are excellent and I 


cannot suggest any improvements.   
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365. Run expert-taught courses in areas I am interested in.  


366. Schedule classes at a variety of days and times. Schedule classes which involve active 


learning and skill building in music.   


367. Schedule meeting sites closer to Middleton, WI.53562  


368. Schedule meetings for club members on weekends or evenings. Many of us retired folks still 


dabble in part time work during the day and week.  


369. Send email notices of upcoming events, monthly schedules, updates. 


370. Send me an e mail early in the semester letting me know about the variety of classes.  


371. Since I don't drive, it would be helpful to have more day options.  I have transportation 


during the day but not at night.  Why not consider Middleton for some options.   


372. Since I'm a fairly new member, I have no suggestions at this time.  


373. So educational and informative. I am a relatively new member but look forward to future 


programs and opportunities.  


374. So far I am happy with the experiences I have had.  Now that I have more free time, I will 


be trying out more offerings.  


375. So far so good!  That is to say, my experience so far (3 courses, all with the same teacher) 


has been excellent and I see no need for improvement.  


376. Some courses might lend themselves to video and rebroadcast on demand, as I have to 


missed some scheduled sessions, and also some months have no scheduled sessions.  


377. Sometimes I cannot sign up for good learning opportunities because I know I cannot make 


some of the classes.  If we could have more classes that have a little more flexible 


attendance policies.   


378. Sponsor a few "meet and greet" socials.  


379. Study/discussion groups and other situations where interaction is likely.  


380. Survey members for possible subjects for new classes.  


381. Survey what members would like.  Also, some groups have had the same people in them 


for years and are not welcoming.  I found this problem in the Play Reading group.  I 


dropped out.  


382. The classes I've taken have helped me continue learning about new/old books, art in 


Madison, and religion. Each was well taught by people very knowledgeable about their 


subjects.  


383. The current offerings provide good choices for me.  


384. The programs offered are excellent.  I have no suggestions.  


385. The quality and variety of classes are excellent already.  Perhaps offer some of the popular 


classes now available downtown on the West side?  


386. The ubiquitous conversation of cars might be a little offensive to those who have never 


owned a car.  I am alienated when 25% of the members do 85% of the talking.  


387. The variety of classes is wonderful.  Maybe recruit more people to teach?   


388. They are doing a good job at this already.  


389. They are doing what I need.   


390. They are just fine.  


391. To continue learning.  


392. To continue to offer interesting and informative groups with a variety of subjects.  
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393. To continue with interesting programs. 


394. To me everything is fine.  


395. To offer more courses in U.S. History.  


396. To seek out subjects for us to learn about. The arts are wide open for us to explore but 


PLATO has done little on this, despite Madison’s ample artistic resources.  


397. Unfortunately, i have not figured out how to bring my experience to share. The process is a 


bit bureaucratic.  


398. Unsure. 


399. Urge instructors to encourage members to introduce themselves. Encourage creation of 


pre or post class lunch or coffee meetings.   


400. Us older adults need to stay informed on topics pertinent to our generation's needs but also 


in areas of constant change--technology, social media.  I'd like to see more offerings in 


subject topics and less book club discussion type classes.  


401. Venues closer to home are best for me.  Dropped out of some of the better programs due 


to distance and parking.  Like Oakwood, Covenant.  Perhaps could reserve some library 


rooms close by too.  


402. We are very satisfied.   


403. We're doing fine.  


404. With cut back on UW continuing ed courses, PLATO could pick up more to supplement.  


Many of the PLATO courses could go more in-depth and for longer periods of time if 


possible.    


405. Work at encouraging lively and able coordinators.    


406. Work to expand the variety of educational offerings.  


407. You already do much to meet that goal, in and out of the regular classes. Your trips are 


another plus. They are varied and interesting.  Maybe in the future you could sponsor an 


overnight bus trip to an out-of-state destination.  


408. You are already offering a wide array of classes.  


409. You are already offering many options.  


410. You have been offering more social opportunities - I don't know what else you can do.  


Often people want to do things with friends and it is sometimes hard for a new person to 


find their way, it's life.  


411. Your coffee klatch at the Student Union is a great idea. Things along this line are helpful.  


412. You’re doing it. 
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Appendix D – Courses for Which Members 


Might Pay an Additional Registration Fee 


You indicated MAYBE to a willingness to pay an additional fee for some courses. What 


course(s) not currently offered by PLATO (because no one has volunteered to teach it) 


would you like PLATO to offer in the future using a special registration fee? 


1. A Chazen Museum tour related course comes to mind first. I have been interested 


in some of the history course but had conflicts with other things I am doing.  


2. A course in creative writing with critical feedback conducted by trained specialist.  


3. A course on community engagement taught by Barack Obama.   


4. Actually a wide range of courses (I like learning about new things), both practical 


(e.g., managing life transitions, navigating the health care system, downsizing, 


organizing digital photos) and not (travel logs, documentary films, civic and 


community engagement, the electoral process, advocating for others).  I would 


like to know what topics are of interest to others--they will think of topics that would 


not have occurred to me.  


5. Actually, the fee for Plato is too high now.  Since volunteers teach them in public 


areas, all the fees go to people working for Plato.  If they put their energy into 


finding people within the community that would volunteer to give classes or 


lectures, the money may be better spent.  Some topics: coding, cell phone 


photography, iPad and iPhone use beyond the usual, hot topics, how to be heard 


in Washington, political action, travel, art history.   


6. Addition courses about politics and economics as well as courses on obtaining 


and using technology. Dance classes for seniors.  


7. Advanced jazz  


8. Anthropology, archelogy, painting, science related topics  


9. Anything having to do with archaeology   


10. Anything having to do with understanding intermediate and advanced math 


concepts.  World history  


11. Art & Madison problems New medical & science courses  


12. art and drawing  


13. Art and music appreciation, philosophy, politics and political history, how-to writing 


courses with critiques, participatory art classes  


14. Art education. 


15. Art history. 


16. Art history   


17. Art history, music appreciation. 
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18. Art history/appreciation that does not involve a museum tour. 


19. Art instruction. I've never taken an art course so I would like to learn the basics---


the media (oil, watercolor, etc.) & how to use them, the principles of art, where to 


start to paint, etc.  


20. Art pictures, music theory and taking apart compositions. 


21. Art, cooking, computer use, photography  


22. Arts & crafts classes where extra fees might cover the costs of materials  


23. Arts and culture related courses.  


24. Arts, crafts, music.  Weaving.  


25. At this moment I do not know.  What I do know is that I have dropped out of one 


PLATO class - and another course taught by a different organization- after 


witnessing that course leaders were unable to manage certain attendees' 


monopolizing conversation and time.  


26. Basic sketching and drawing; archeology of WI; course on what is known of 


hominids, including Homo naledi of the Bright Star Cave of So. Africa (Prof. Sean 


Carroll).  


27. Basic skills needed for when life circumstances change, e.g. simple auto 


mechanics, basic household repairs, cooking essentials  


28. Beginning Sculpture - setting up a simple website  


29. Believe this is ? for younger members to share/offer opinions.  


30. birding, wildflowers and other courses that a naturalist might teach  


31. Black history in the United States.  Various non-western , non-Christian history 


courses   


32. Business consulting, designing a web page, navigating the latest iPhone, 


information on the latest tech gadgets as well as risks and warnings,  etc.  Some of 


us members have access to adult children for tech help, some do not. A class or a 


1-day workshop on current technological advancements for daily use would be 


quite helpful.  


33. Cannot name any in particular. 


34. Can't think of anything at the moment but I'm sure there are some  


35. Classes that require supplies and perhaps a bit of payment to the teacher: art 


studio class, for example.  


36. Climate change issues  


37. Communications expert Davon Shah, University of Madison  


38. computer courses  


39. Computer tutorials  


40. Contemporary art and music.  
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41. Cooking, outdoor activities and social advents.  


42. Course on Universe & Galaxies   


43. Courses in medieval topics similar to the courses-educational trips which Professor 


Emeritus Jane Schulenburg offered.    


44. Courses on technology for sure - just to help us keep up. I am also open to any 


topic related to history, philosophy, and the arts.   


45. COURSES ON TECHNOLOGY, HOW TO KEEP UP ON THE CHANGING  WWW   


46. Courses related to literature, history, current events, economics, fine arts.  


47. Courses related to science / engineering / technology.  


48. Courses that engaged the group in learning about pop culture--what's current, 


fresh and new that would help us stay informed and growing. Courses related to 


food, cuisine, trends, cultural aspects of food trends and consumption; what food 


says about people and politics throughout the world.  We have a huge ag 


campus and no classes that relate to food consumption and trends.  


49. Craft classes  


50. Crafting classes  


51. Creating a personal web presence...a tial site and or blog  


52. Creative writing; American & English Literature; Travel Writing; Effective grand 


parenting; Blended Family Issues; Volunteering; Apologetics; Teaching English as a 


2nd Language; CPR  


53. Current events/foreign affairs focusing on one topic at a time in an open forum, 


with suitable venue so that participation is not limited to a defined number.   


54. Day trips with expert guides (see Chicago Trips).  


55. Depends on content.  


56. Depends on how much I want the course, but mainly on who the instructor is and 


what his or her course would look like.  


57. Do not know  


58. Don’t know as I haven't given it much thought.  


59. Don’t know. 


60. Don't have a specific subject - depends on what is offered  


61. Don't have a specific suggestion at this time.  


62. Don't have any thoughts at the moment  


63. Don't know  


64. Don't know -- maybe a language course or a good math course...  


65. Don't know off hand.   


66. Don't know offhand  
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67. Don't know.  


68. Don't know.  I've been taking regular UW classes - more structured less irrelevant 


discussion, but no social component.  Most interested in history and politics.  


69. Don't know. I am a very new member; don't feel qualified to give opinion.   


70. Drawing, pottery, photography, football, travel  


71. Early history of the area, archeology  


72. Ethic, philosophy. history, Wisconsin oriented courses  


73. European pre-history, Wisconsin archaeology, physiological chemistry review,  


stress physiology,  etc.  


74. Evaluating health care risks and benefits:  evidence based medicine; getting 


services on a meta-level, more.  


75. Fees are very low compared to other similar adult learning programs.  I would 


recommend increasing tuition to cover such programs.  


76. FILM SHOWING.  THEATER GOING.  


77. Finance topics. 


78. Financial planning topics; digital photography topics  


79. Financial strategies such as options, ETFs, etc.  


80. Fine arts courses.  


81. Focused study of an artist or the work of an artist.  


82. Foreign language instruction.  


83. Foreign Languages with a good instructor would be definitely worth paying for. 


Also, modern politics, no matter how discouraging, would be worth it if you could 


find a good professor.  


84. Frankly I have only attended a few classes intermittently and therefore haven't 


given thought to class offerings.  I have audited UW classes in the past and have 


enjoyed Ancient History classes on The Greeks, Romans.     


85. Freshman Forum type - current topics.  


86. Gender differences, gender politics, combat veterans  


87. Genealogy topics, Photoshop-type courses, updating computer skills using new 


versions of Word, Excel, etc.;  


88. Genealogy, computer knowledge needed but harder to acquire for people who 


are beyond the age in which such is taught in school.  History and biography, 


humanities with instructors hired to add additional learning.  


89. Geology, how to eradicate conservatives off the face of the earth, science topics  


90. Haven't been a member long enough to make that determination.   


91. Haven't really thought about it. It totally depends on what the course/cost would 


be.  
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92. Haven't thought about it.  


93. Histories and evolutions and comparisons of the great religions; i.e. The similarities 


of Greek Russian Orthodox Churches with the Roman Catholic Church.  Jewish 


history and the seeming adoption of many of their beliefs and celebrations with 


Catholic and Protestant religions.  Ambitious, I know.  


94. History courses of particular interest: European history. History of WWI and WWII  


95. History of art up to the Impressionists (I have CDs on those).  The history of music up 


to about 1950.  A course on architecture.  The history of China to 1949 and of 


Japan and India. History of the spread on Islam.  History of lesser known cultures 


around the Mediterranean and Middle East, and Eastern and Central Europe until 


1945. Migration of people into South Asia and the Pacific. History and relationships 


of languages of the globe.  


96. History of jazz How to courses:  like how to use various social media.  All courses do 


not need to be a semester long.  More mini courses.  


97. History of Middle East Political science   


98. History of photography, art history  


99. History of Theater History of Broadway Musicals  


100. History subjects  


101. History, language, philosophy.  Part of my concern is that some courses are offered 


at a time inconvenient to my schedule or in conflict with another course.  When 


my schedule becomes more flexible usually a semester or more later, the course is 


no longer offered or is chronically oversubscribed.  


102. How to write a play.  


103. Human Evolution, Emerging Economies and Their Impact like India, Brazil  


104. Human population growth and its effects. [Million to millions and suddenly to 


billions and billions.]  


105. I actually had nothing specific in mind.  


106. I am new to PLATO, so I don't have much of a history of their course offerings.    


107. I am not sure at this time. I would need to think on what courses I feel I would be 


beneficial to me.   


108. I am open to attending a course of lecture  


109. I am relatively new to Plato, so can't answer very effectively. I would , personally 


like to see more anthropology based classes, classes that explore culture and how 


humans explain themselves to  each other and the world.  


110. I am taking the Hamilton Course through UW Extension but others might be 


interested in taking it on line.  


111. I am too new to Plato to have digested what they are all offering now, to make a 


suggestion about a future course.  Hope to see Classes on Jazz ongoing.   


112. I can't answer this question at this time (limited experience with PLATO's offerings).  
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113. I can't think of any at this time  


114. I couldn't afford to pay much so course could be cancelled anyway.  I'd like to 


learn more about laughter or comedy, such as satire or maybe parody.  Road 


Scholar has program called Joy, Peace & Laughter or something similar but not 


sure I want to or can afford to go to it.  


115. I do not have any additional ideas as a new member.  


116. I do not have any suggestions but I would bet that someone has an interesting 


idea for a course that I would pay extra for.  


117. I do not have enough information to respond to this.  


118. I do not know  


119. I don’t have the list of courses, but the reason i said i would be willing to pay is 


because some people might not be able to attend due to age or disability and 


might need an alternative.   


120. I don't feel a strong need for paid courses, and they might change the nature of 


PLATO for the worse (why pay some instructors and not others?), but I'm somewhat 


open on this issue.   


121. I don't have a specific topic in mind, but do not object to the concept.  


122. I don't have any in mind at this time but paying extra for the program would not 


be an impediment. Identifying possible programs will take some work.   


123. I don't have any in mind, and some of my ideas may already be available, but I 


would be interested in learning more about how we can improve the general 


public's understand about the optimum role of government and about the need 


to live in a progressive society.  In other words, how can we effectively teach 


children about civics and how can we reach adults who would benefit from 


greater understanding of civics.  (Yes, this is all about trying to amend the mess 


that the election of Trump has put us in.)  


124. I don't have any particular course in mind. One example might be something like 


"iPhone 101" but I suspect that I could get that somewhere else at the same or less 


cost.   


125. I don't have anything specific in mind.  


126. I don't know  


127. I don't know   


128. I don't know enough yet to answer this question.  


129. I don't know how helpful this will be, but my interests lie in the areas of history and 


science. Courses in these fields might be worth a fee to me but it would be 


dependent on the specific course subject and the qualifications of the proposed 


instructor.  


130. I don't know of any at the moment.  


131. I don't know--would have to see what was offered.  
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132. I don't really have a course in mind at this point.  


133. I enjoy the Global Hotspots classes and would like more discussions on relevant 


current events/topics. For instance, 1. Immigration in US history, 2. populist, nativist 


movements in our history, 3. Impact of NATO on the world.  


134. I have no idea. I really like the way PLATO chooses the courses, and I have no 


particular urge for something different, but if an alluring topic came up, i might 


pay for a course.    


135. I have not taken PLATO courses yet but will in the near future.  I am willing to pay 


instructors if they bring teaching experience and specific course knowledge.  


Paying would not be a deterrent for me.  


136. I like history, genealogy, anthropology and the like.  


137. I participate in PLATO because of the social interaction. There are plenty of online 


educational experiences from Ted to free university courses. I would be willing to 


pay for a lecturer in a classroom environment. But it would have to be something 


not available through the senior program at the University.    


138. I put maybe because I have taken some courses offered by The Great Courses 


organization.  


139. I really do not know.  If there is something I am particularly interested in and PLATO 


does not offer it, I usually audit a class at the university.  I am thankful that so many 


people do volunteer and do such a great job.    


140. I really don't know - I am a new member of Plato this past semester and am not 


that familiar with the various course offerings  


141. I really don't know.  Guess I would have to see it.  Maybe something with more 


"field trips"?  


142. I recently joined Plato because I saw a lecture given by Jerry Hancock about 


Restorative Justice and enjoyed it.  I haven't participated in any other activity, so I 


am not able to answer many of the questions from a personal standpoint, only 


from what   I hear from other members.  


143. I suspect I would be interested in political or current events topics  


144. I think of the $60 I pay each year for the one course I participate in as the fee for 


the course.  I would like to see most of the fees collected by PLATO go directly to 


support the courses.  I do not participate in any other PLATO activity besides the 


course and would like to see those other activates be fee based.  


145. I think PLATO should continue to emphasis having home grown volunteers 


teaching what they are interested in sharing.  


146. I very much enjoy history, American and European. I have had scheduling 


difficulty attending some offerings with historic significance.   


147. I would be willing to pay someone to discuss certain travel options perhaps tours 


that could be taken in foreign countries.  


148. I would love PLATO to language courses (French in particular).    
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149. I'd be interested in more and varied history or travel classes. Science topics too  


150. I'd have to give this more thought... learning other languages?... teaching how to 


play an instrument, but then there's the problem of renting instruments etc...not 


sure...  


151. I'd love to see a classical music course taught by a pianist or by someone who 


could otherwise demonstrate what to listen for.  (He or she could use a Great 


Courses set for this.)  Or maybe we do have a member who could teach it.  


Maybe we could get another seminar series going on what's happening in the 


world so that folks who can't make it on Fridays have another opportunity to join in,  


etc.  


152. If I could have a refresher course in Italian, Hebrew or Dutch, with a skilled native 


speaking educator, I would be willing to pay for it but generally I appreciate the 


opportunity to meet personally with others.  


153. I'm not sure.  Probably history, art and foreign language.  


154. I'm open and curious.  


155. Instructional courses in computer, photography, music (one on one) and others 


that involve individual teaching.      


156. Interesting course by a minority community member.  


157. international affairs, economics and business, cross cultural learning  


158. Internet, I-Pad, I-Phone, Fit Bit classes, and other types of such technology.  


159. Is there a place we could send suggestions - nothing is coming right now  


160. It depends if the teacher is experienced in that area and wants to really get you 


involved  


161. It would have to be accessible online or over the weekends...  I have not checked 


current course offerings so I don't know what to suggest.  


162. It would have to be very special as Madison is blessed with so many free offerings.  


There is enormous competition    


163. it would likely be more a link up with the UW's extension or auditing capability - 


more like a course than an interesting presentation.  


164. I've just been a member for a year, so don't have a historical perspective.  I would 


enjoy History of Wisconsin classes or Western Civilization classes.  also, astronomy.  


165. I've mentioned this at the beginning of the survey.  


166. Keeping up w the fast pace of technology. Apple specific. Small groups that can 


share info together and learn from an instructor.   


167. Landscape design, cultural anthropology, social economics   


168. Language class, music lesson  


169. Language classes - German, French, Italian  


170. Language conversational classes?    
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171. learning languages   


172. Learning languages, group music lessons, understanding the weather  


173. Literature and history are of interest to me and if I were interested in the course I 


would be willing to pay a fee.  


174. Maybe a crafts course or a language course. I would pay extra for that type of 


thing.  


175. More ancient history or other history (not American).  I had a humanities course in 


college called Arts and Ideas which explored the interplay of culture and arts in a 


particular (country and era) historical context.    


176. More art classes  


177. More art/craft classes  


178. More comparative literature and film critique courses  


179. More current events where I don't have to present.  I love Whither the State.  


180. More global coverage of world events, politics, etc.  


181. More guided small group trips to museums and art galleries.  And, my writing 


instructor was fabulous; I would pay an additional fee for more classes with her.  


182. More history and travel classes lectures  


183. More history, science courses  


184. More language courses.  More "how to" courses, e.g., weave, garden, dance, sing, 


play an instrument.  


185. More of anything but theatre (way too much theater), music events, book 


discussions (i.e. A popular nonfiction book critique session), science lectures, art 


critique/review  


186. More science oriented courses   


187. Music and art appreciation topics  


188. Music appreciation, including classical and opera. Art history, philosophy, 


photography,   


189. Music courses taught by professional musicians  


190. Music skills for over 60 beginners. I want courses taught by instructors specifically 


experienced in teaching older adult beginners. Whether this is piano, guitar, 


ukulele, percussion, dance etc. there are learning-challenges both physical and 


psychological that could be tackled more effectively with experienced instruction.  


191. My answer is theoretical;  I have no particular courses in mind.  


192. N/a  


193. Nature, natural history, geology of the area, Great Lakes history (new and free this 


spring), astronomy, weather.  


194. Navigating health care.   Living in other, warmer, states or countries!  
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195. No comment  


196. No comment. 


197. No idea.  Have no frame of reference at this time, since I haven't participated in 


any PLATO offerings yet.  


198. No ideas at this time.  


199. No input at this time  


200. No opinion at this time   


201. None  


202. None come to mind.  


203. None currently in mind  


204. None I can think of  


205. None in mind.  


206. None, I'm usually very happy with the offerings.  


207. Not a clue.  


208. Not familiar enough with current offerings and do not have specific interest in one 


area - so difficult to answer.    


209. Not sure  


210. Not sure  


211. Not sure   


212. Not sure if this is offered or not but a course on classical music appreciation, art,  


archeology and jazz.  I realize there is a jazz class BUT it is only offered on the west 


side which is difficult for me to get to.    


213. Not sure.  


214. Not sure.  I am able to satisfy my curiosity at library or with online searches.  


215. Not sure. I just would be willing to pay extra. Refer to my answer to question 1 in 


the survey.   


216. Not sure. I like the idea of having that option, however.  I currently satisfy my desire 


to learn by attending lectures at UW Madison as a Senior Auditor.  


217. Not sure.....  


218. Nothing comes to mind. 


219. Of course, many organizations are offering courses for fees.  A few topics that 


might be of interest to me --- local history, making art for non-artists, healthy 


cooking.  


220. One that comes to mind... Ken Wilber’s Integral Theory works.... Grad students and 


Profs... have studied and taught this viewpoint way of a better perspective of the 


problems within our globe.  
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221. Only those topics that are not already covered by volunteer teachers.  


222. Painting.    


223. Paleoanthropology lecture course  


224. Perhaps a course led by still-active faculty willing to give a  condensed version of a 


college-level class - literature, history, and a variety of other topics. Many of 


current courses presuppose purchase of texts, which is an additional cost.   


225. Perhaps some type of hands on Art.    


226. Perhaps something on genealogy or gardening  


227. Perhaps: Current Events; classic short stories, poems or novels; philosophy 


(although it may have been taught at Cap Lakes; modern medicine today; 


various religions or ways of life; etc.  


228. Photography course; perhaps an intermediate art course; maybe something in 


archaeology   


229. Piggybacking on distinguished lecture series to offer a daytime alternative.   


230. Political activism - what to choose among so many needs and opportunities. Local 


activism - concrete means and ways to approach State politicians, local leaders, 


the "how-to's" of letters to the editor, dealing with friends, family, leaders of 


opposing stances on issues.    Spirituality vs. organized religion.  Study of the lives of 


people, past and present, which inspire mankind (Gandhi, etc.)  How about 


someone to lead a class using the book YOU CAN'T AFFORD THE LUXURY OF A 


NEGATIVE THOUGHT.  (Tolle classes were extremely effective because they 


provided the effective answers to vital questions.)   


231. Political Science.    


232. Practical Legal Solutions: wills, contracts, finances, etc.  


233. Prairie restoration  


234. Probably not.  There is plenty to choose from in PLATO, and I can always audit 


regular UW courses.  


235. Research results and any recommendations on Aging issues. Theater-centered 


classes with actors, directors, scenic designers, coaching, and any others involved 


in producing theater.  


236. Science courses (e.g., astronomy) that require more extensive teaching time and 


effort and teaching aids) and perhaps field trip. History or social sciences courses 


that involve field trip.   


237. Sciences, history, politics, law  


238. Scientifically oriented courses.  


239. Selfishly, I would be interested in more specific historical events, or works of 


literature.  


240. Social media course and more political science courses  


241. Social media technology   
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242. Some literature. 


243. Something related to metaphysics  


244. Sorry no idea  


245. Space, including planetary investigation. Archeology. New car technology. New 


computer apps.  


246. Technology classes -- like smartphones or iCloud (the Apple classes are 


oversubscribed) Intermediate German classes -- only intro courses are available in 


various local venues and the online UW courses are very expensive   


247. Technology training -- basics and tips for using different types of software or 


devices.  


248. Technology-related courses  


249. The added fee should only be borne by the members it the for fee class not by 


making everyone pay.  


250. The only thing I've seen offered elsewhere would be the George Mosse classes. I 


felt that $150 and a book I likely don't want were more than I was willing to 


consider.  


251. There are always courses that I would like to attend but have a time conflict with.  


The courses are there I just need to take advantage of them.  


252. There is not a specific course I can identify at this point as I have just joined PLATO; 


but I would love any course dealing with the arts (music, theatre, visual arts), 


history, social issues and travel.  From what I have seen, there are courses offered 


on those topics.  


253. This is my first year in PLATO so I don't have a good sense of the courses offered.  


254. This is tricky since you would need a course of broad interest to members and I 


don't have a specific course need in mind. From my point of view a course dealing 


with real-time issues and events that might best be taught by a person actively 


involved.  Science History in light of current anti-science sentiments might be 


interesting.  


255. This would depend on how much extra I would have to pay.  I would love more 


experience on posting photos on face book or on line.    


256. Too new to PLATO to answer.  


257. Travel  Language (as possibilities)  


258. Travel to major world locations that the person has significant experience.  


259. Uncertain   


260. Understanding diversity.  


261. unknown  


262. Unknown at this time.  


263. Unsure  
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264. Unsure.  Possibly an interesting history or literature course.  


265. Unsure. Maybe some of the new discoveries in science and health at UW, with 


content aimed at lay people. Flu research, viruses, immunotherapy for cancer?  


266. Watercolor classes  


267. We have some great local authors.  A PLATO group could read and discuss their 


work in advance of an author presentation, with some expanded study/discussion 


during week(s) before or after.  Fee in some circumstances might be just the 


purchase of author's book.  


268. We need an excellent course on the electric grid, and the potential value of a 


smart grid. Carbon-free energy concepts will be more important in the future.  


269. We're approaching 100 years since WWI.  Is there a history course somewhere 


discussing it?  


270. Wisconsin budget, genetics  


271. Wisconsin History; The History of Rome etc.; History of Art; Great Music  


272. World History   


273. World history   


274. World Religions, Daily Life of People in the Middle Ages, Women's or Men's 


Biographies (where participants read the books but do not give a presentation), 


Great American novels, Current Women's Literature  


275. World War I--its centennial is approaching.  


276. Writing, photography--how to courses rather than just discussions of works of other 


people. 


 








 
 


 


 
Greetings PLATO Member! 


 


We’d like to pick your brain. Since your opinion counts with us, we’re inviting you to 


complete a survey exploring your thoughts on how PLATO can best meet your needs 


into the future. 


 


As you may know, in recent years PLATO has realized a significant growth in 


membership while continuing to expand its offerings. The organization’s standing and 


reputation as Madison’s premier institution for lifelong learning for seniors has only grown 


as PLATO continues to respond to its members’ needs. 


 


Every great and enduring organization, however, doesn’t stay great by resting on its 


past success. For this reason, the PLATO board of directors has initiated a strategic 


planning process to ensure that the great programs and services that members have 


come to expect are sustained for the long term. The board also wants PLATO to be 


responsive to its members’ needs while also leading its members into new learning 


dimensions. To ensure that member needs and expectations for PLATO help drive this 


process, we have designed a special member strategic planning survey. 


 


Unlike our annual member survey, this survey examines a different set of questions to 


help ensure that PLATO stays relevant to your needs and a vibrant part of the Madison 


community’s service to seniors with a passion for life-long learning. 


 


Please the PLATO member strategic planning survey on the following pages and then 


return in the enclosed envelope to PLATO offices no later than Wednesday, January 


25th. 


 


Thank you in advance for sharing your feedback and ideas with us. 


 


The PLATO Strategic Planning Committee 
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PLATO Member Strategic Planning Survey 


Why You're a PLATO Member 


1) Select the option below that reflects your primary purpose for being a member of 


PLATO. Please select only one. 


 To continue my own learning 


 To share my knowledge and experience by teaching others 


 To meet interested and interesting people 


 To expand my social network 


 To stay engaged in the community 


 Not sure/don’t know 


 Other 


If you selected “Other,” what is your "other" reason for being a PLATO member? 


 


2) Given your response to question #1, what could PLATO do to enable you to fully 


realize your reasons for joining PLATO? 
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Effectiveness of PLATO's Systems and Processes 


3) PLATO provides value to its members by creating systems and processes that 


translate member needs into programs and services. For the following list of systems 


and processes, rate how effective PLATO is at doing each? 
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Selecting the right course topics        


Selecting the right events/tours        


Communicating with members on how to take 


advantage of PLATO courses and events 
       


Invoicing and collecting payment for dues        


Managing course/event registration or signup 


and confirming enrollment 
       


Selecting accessible sites for PLATO courses        


Designing and delivering courses in a way that 


facilitates learning 
       


Providing resources and references (e.g., 


books, handouts, weblinks, etc.) to 


facilitate/reinforce learning 
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If you rated at least one of the PLATO systems or processes to support member services 


on the previous page as “Somewhat Effective” or lower. What, from your perspective, 


are one or two things that PLATO could do differently in any of these areas to improve 


its effectiveness? 


 


 


 


Teaching and Learning Technologies 


4) How likely would it be that you would participate in a course that was offered only 


via a webinar format (accessible on any computer with access to the Internet)? 


 Very Unlikely 


 Unlikely 


 Somewhat Unlikely 


 Somewhat Likely  


 Likely 


 Very Likely  


 Not Sure/No Opinion 


5) How likely would it be that you would participate in a course by viewing a recorded 


video of a course accessible on any computer with access to the Internet? 


 Very Unlikely 


 Unlikely 


 Somewhat Unlikely 


 Somewhat Likely  


 Likely 


 Very Likely  


 Not Sure/No Opinion 


6) The higher cost for delivering courses via webinar or recorded video might require 


PLATO charging additional fees to those who participate in courses in these ways. 


Would you be willing to pay an additional fee for either a webinar or recorded video? 


 Maybe – I might be willing to pay for a course, depending upon the course and 


the amount. 


 No – I would not sign-up for a webinar or view a recorded video if there were a 


fee involved. 
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Offering Courses Where There Are No Volunteers 


7) Would you be willing to pay an additional fee to enable PLATO to hire an instructor to 


teach a course that interests you? 


 Maybe - it depends upon the course and the cost 


 No 


If you indicated MAYBE to a willingness to pay an additional fee for some courses, 


what course(s) not currently offered by PLATO (because no one has volunteered to 


teach it) would you like PLATO to offer in the future using a special registration fee? 


 


 


Volunteering for PLATO 


8) Have you ever supported PLATO by volunteering as a course coordinator or by 


serving on a committee or workgroup to support PLATO’s courses or events? 


 Yes 


 No 


If YES, what did you volunteer for? 


 Course coordinator 


 Committee or workgroup to support PLATO courses, events, and programs 


 Board member 


If YES, Why did you volunteer? 


 


Are you still a volunteer? 


 Yes 


 No 


If YES, why do you continue to volunteer? 


 


If NO, why did you stop volunteering? 
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Your Suggestions for Additional Programs/Services 


9) Something you would like to see PLATO offer to its members in the coming years that 


PLATO doesn’t currently offer is . . . 


 


 


Information About You 


10) How long have you been a PLATO member? 


 Less than 1 year 


 1 year to less than 2 years 


 2 years to less than 5 years 


 5 years to less than 10 years 


 10 years or more 


11) What is your Zip code?   ____________________ 


12) Gender 


 Female 


 Male 


13) Age 


 Under 60 years 


 60 to less than 70 years 


 70 to less than 80 years 


 80 years or older 


 


Thank You!   The results from this survey will help drive PLATO’s Board of Directors’ 


decision making and planning for the long-term success of your organization. 





